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-L. C. :\Ioore & Co., h,we opened a
full stock of dry and fancy goods at Ilolt'R
Block, and are having a fine run of trade.

:--

.l!Jnterecl at Citnton, ilfe., Postoftice as SecolHl

-Andrew
Campbell's
wife died last
Friday. She was a daughter of the late
Asa Fuller, of Li,·ermore, and has been
an invalid for several years.
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-Mrs. Adelia F. Fuller of Canton. will
sell at public auction at the residence of
the late Benj. F, Robinson, in Hartford,
on Saturday, May 8th, at IO A. l\f., farming tools and personal property.

VILLAGE & VICINITY.

-The season is at least two weeks in advance of the usual elates, and vegetation

NoTICE.-All
persons desiring to takt
advantage of our Trial Trip offer, and Premium offer of "Look Within." are hereby
notified that those offers will be withdrawn
June r, 1886.
E. N. CARVER, Pub'r.

has made a good
needed.
!:\o rain
and se,·eral recent
clerk ha,·e utterly

-Dandelions
-Arbor

-Indications
-See

are in bloom.

Day Saturday

next.

of rain Wednesday.

notices, Lost, Pasturing,

etc.

-Rev. Mr. Twort ,ms in town \Vednesday.
-The editor found a strawberry blossom
May 2d.
-Fred and Simmie Elli$ arri,·ecl in town
Tuesday.
-Get your window and door screens at
C. O. Holt's.
-G. C. Russell is enlarging and repairing his house inside.
-Chas.
R. Swett has returned from a
week's visit in Portland.
-The pulp mill was shut down Friday,
for repairs on th e engine.
-Postmaster
Hayford has appointed
Miss Addie Lunt as assistant.
-Mr. Levi Gammon has bought the C.
1!. Lucas stand on Spring St.
-W. H. Tainter has been off duty for a
few days with a sprained ankle.
-Mrs.
Nathan Reynolds had a pansy
blossom in her flower garden ;\'Iay zd.
-G. llayforcl, Jr., and F. E. Bicknell
returned from Caryville, Mass., last week.
-Gilson
Mendall was in town Monday.
Ile has been out to Nebraska the past winter.

start, but rain is much
to mention this spring,
attempts of the "·eather
failed.

-'-John D. Hodge, administrator
of the
estate of Elmer E. Hodge, late of Canton,
will sell at public auction on Saturday,
l\Iay8th, at 9 A. M. at the homestead farm,
stock, farming tools, household furniture,
and other personal property.
-The Improvement Association has appointed next Saturday for an Arbor Day
in Canton.
Let all who have not set trees
do so on that clay, if possible.
Be sure
and replace all that did not live of last
year's setting, and set more if you can.
-Last
Sunday the Baptist Sabbath
School elected officers for the ensuing year,
as follows: Superintendent,
E. N. Carver;
Assistant Supt., L. M. Bosworth; Sec. and
Treas.,\~'.
E. Adkins; Librarian,
Wm.
Bamford; Asst. Librarian, Flora Mitchell.
-Parties
having printing done at this
office always get a free notice in the TELEPJIOXE, when the matter is of a public nature. Such a notice is often worth more
than the price paid for the printing, and
reaches hundreds of people that ordinary
bills never reach.
-\Ve visited the store of Childs & Stapies, Gilbertville,
last \\·eek, and noticed
their new clothing and carpet room just
added to their store. They now occupy as
much room as any store in Eastern Oxford,
and are well filled up with a general stock
which they always sell reasonable.
-The Ladies' Relief Corps of Canton
will gi,·e a grnncl promenade
and calico
ball at Grange liall, .on Tuesday evening.
11ay I 1th, to procure funds for John A.
Hodge Post, No. 7r. A general indtation
is extended.
Music by Towle's orchestra.
Tickets for sale at Reynolds' Drug Store.
-The first Maybasket of the season was
a generous donation of family supplies and
cash left at the home of H. c. Mitchell by
their neighbors and friends on the evening
of May 1st. Mr. Mitchell is in very feeble
health, and has been unable to do much
work for the past year. The kindly act
was timely and fully appreciated.

-Read the ad. of E. F. Gould & Co.
Their store is well filled and more goods
coming.
-Those
in want of seed potatoes should
consult the ad. of Vv. II. Eastman, East
Sumner,
-Rev. R. 'vV. Churchill \\·ill preach at
the Free Baptist church the 9th and 16th.
All invited.
•
-Master
Leon Rowe is making himself
irenerall)' useful about the telegraph and
express office.
-Supportyour
local paper.
Kot a lo-:\'Irs. Abigail Glover, on Fields' Ilill, ·cal paper, but yours.
Did you ever feel
Smnner, has a sheep that has a pair of jet that _you had an interest in the local paper
black twin lambs·.
beyond merely that of a well-wisher
of ·a
-Mrs. Thorne starts this week for Dell neighbor's 1wo$perit_y. Every dollar turnRapids, Dakota, where her son Albion ed toward it in the way of business, whethThorne is located.
er in subscriptions, printing, or advertis-Postmaster
HaJ,ford treated on cigars ing, is a good investment for you and will
return its equi,,alent many times.
and apples Saturday.
\Ve all took hold
-Mr. C. IL Bailey of Peru, with his
and helped him celebrate.
fine stallion Harry 13.Knox, will be at the
-Mr. E. Morrill, who has spent several stable of Samuel Knapp, Byron on Thursmonths in Sumner and Peru,. returns to days: Fair Grou 11d• Dixfield, on Fridays;
and at the stable of L. D. DeLano, Peru,
Ft. Dodge, Iowa, next week.
1!~;~~~;·~~?~~ ~}t~1~e~~~~s~:s;:~1~i t~8f:~
-In the directory to associations
the
Secretary of the Grange should be given qualities and pedigree of the abo,·e anima!.
T. S. Goding instead of A. T. Reynolds.
-Mrs. Jane M. Goding, an aged lady,
died Saturday,
of cancer.
She had
been cared for by Mrs. Abbie Goddard for
several months past.
-'vVe have received from Ilon. Nelson
Dingley, Jr., a Compendium of the Tenth
Census of the United States, in t_wo volmnes, for which thanks are returned.
-Messrs. Lucas & Bishop are taking account of stock, and the firm is to be dissoh-ed. Mr. Lucas will continue the entire business according to previous plans.
-A. C. Bicknell ad,·erti,cs
her usual
opening of millinery and fancy goods. A
new milliner, Miss Davis,. of Farmington,
will do the trimming for Miss Bicknell this
season.
-The Hebron Semester, from the Journal press, has been received.
It is larger
than recent numbers and is very attractive,
well filled and arranged, and is a credit to
Hebron Academy.

Horn.
CantonMay 1, to the wife of J. H.
2
nd
Ingersoll, a son, C11 1• pou s.)
M1~a1<"-~-a~it~~i~~I~)~~~g~ote~'.1e wife of

I\'.larried.
Cantpn-May
1, by Hiram A. Ellis,
Esq. Mr. Geo. D. Adkins of Canton, and
Miss Julia A. Manwell of Hartford.
Nor~h Wayne-April
:u,
Mr. A. E.
Hutch ms, of Livermore
Falls, aJ1d Miss
Mary L. Stevens of Nort·h 'vVayne.

I

Thaddeus Lea,·itt. in Buckfield, known as
the Gilbert farm, near J P. Chandler's.
Gertie Bro,n1 's heallh seems to be failByron.
ing.
Died at Byron, Tuesday, the 26th, \VilW. ~- llodgclon's
wife is some better,
liam Thomas, 80 years old. :\Tr. Thomas and we hope for a speedy recovery.
was an old settler of Byron, a good neighN. L. Keen has planted one acre of early
bor and one that will be greatly missed. potatoes for the Lewiston market.
He lost his wife last August. They brought
The weather is dry and the farmers are
up a large family of children, five boys and working with a will.
five girls. Two of the boys live in town,
Sam Keen is theschoolagentfordistrict
one in Roxbury, one in Boston, and one ~o. -1-,in this town.
out West. Three of the girls are dead,on~
K.
in Boston and one lives out \Vest. I!e
East Sumner.
·was buried Friday.
Mr. Chas. H. Gammon
has sold• his
The last poplar went out of Swift river
saw-mill property to James D. Bosworth,
Saturday.
Driving Swift river has been a
and Charleb T. Bracl1:en. The parties
success this spring.
There has been three
will take posession
immediately.
Gamdrives, two of poplar and one of spruce.
mon has run the mill for many years,
John Reed's drive of poplar is about two
has worked hard and needs rest.
thousand cords in Byron and Roxbury,ancl
:\'lrs. Sophronia
Tillson,
formerl_v of
about five hundred thousand of spruce;
Smnner, has returned
from a trip "Out
and Staples had a large drive of poplar and
\Vest."
pine.
May Day passed off without any unusA.
ual demonstrations
save ball playing by a
Buckfield.
few boys.
The stand known as the Crooker stand,
The weather has been lovely, yet rain
owned by Veranus DeCostei·, was \\·holly is much needed on dry sand_,, soils, as
consumed by fire 011Thursday e,·ening be- grass makes but little progress.
tween nine and ten O 'clock. The fire is
Asa Bonney and wife ha,·e been on from
supposed to have caught from a defect in Kew Jersey, visiting their relatives. They
the chimney, or from sparks, as it was dis- will soon return.
covered first in the roof. \Vi thin one-half
,Ve learn that Josiah T. Stetson has let
hour from time the fire was discovered the his tillage Janel this season to his son in
buildings were burned to the ground. The law \V. H. Eastman, the Seedsman. Eastloss will be about $700, including furniture
man is filling orders for his choice seeds,
and hay. Partially insured.
from various .parts of the country.
An
D.
infant daughter
of l\Ir. • and :\Irs. Ezra
Canton Mt.
Keen, Jr., died on Saturday at the resiSnow is all gone and gra s is looking dence of your correspondent.
nicely.
Mr. LB.Fuller and wife, of Canton, were
Young fruit trees are considerably dam- in town Saturday.
aged by snow and mice; otherwise are
Dr. C. R. Davis of Canton called upon
looking finely.
three poor victims of torture here recentStock has generally wintered well. Q!,1ite ly, that wanted better, and less aching
a call for working cattle.
A number of teeth.
Among them that were made to
pairs have changed hands the past week. think of their grandmother
for a few minA. J. Learnecl's colt that got hurt in the utes, was poor
SLOCUM.
stable is dead.

OUR NEIGHBORS.

Will Davenport has lost a 7 ft. ox by a
bunch on the jaw.
John S"-ett has sold his horse to Charles
Gray.
Reuben \Vright has bought G. M. 'vValton's farm. Mr. \Val ton has bought A.
K. Lyforcl's farm near E. Dixfield.
We hear the usual inquiry for matched
calves, but Albert Paine tskes the cake.
He has been blessed with two pairs of
matched twins from two cows that he wintered. J. P. Blac,kwell, on the town farm,
has a nice matched pair.
N. A. Coolidge has leased hi$ farm to K.
H. Campbell for one year.
X. H. C.

DIX Fl ELD.

This is the earliest spring for -1-2years.
L. L.
H. O. Stanle_v and 'vVm. \V. Smith returned Saturday,
from a fishing trip to
Weld pond, and brought a 5 pound fish
caught there.
Mrs. S. M. Virgin has been quite sick
for a fe\\· days; is reported better.
Dr. G.
G. Richardson is attending her. The Dr.,
I hear, is moving into his house.
His
"·ife and a q-lb. baby have lodged there a
few nights.
Mrs. W. II. Tainter and her children
have gone to Boston on a vi$it.
O. F. Trask was quite sick a few days
last \\·eek. Dr. Sturte,·ant
attended him.
J II. E.

time ago to walk from Weld to Byron over
the Ko. 6 road. so called. 'vVhen about
half-way through the woods he saw the
track of a bear that had crossed the road
and e-one South.
The man returned to
Weld- the next morning.
He and the
Sweatbrothersstartedforthebear's
tracks,
to follow them and get the bear if possible.
They had followed it but a short distance
before they came to another track that
j~ined the first, so the party were following two bears. They followed the two a
while and they came to the third bear's
ti·ack tJ1 at ci·ossed tl1e t,vo thej' were following, the last being smaller so they
knew it was not the same bear. They continuecl on a while longer after the two,ancl
East Hebron.
found where two more bears had crossed
Yery appropriate sen·ices were held in the tracks of the two they were following,
the F. B. church here on Easler Sunday. of a diflcrent sized track so they knew that
The house was beautifully decorated with there were two more in the woods.
They
flowers and canary birds, and a ,·ery able followed the two first on to the large hills
sermon delivered by the pastor.
east of Mr. John Reed's in Roxbury. There
Ezra Marshall is recovering from thesethe be.ar's tracks were so thick they could
vere cut he received from a circular saw. follow them no farther, but th~y found the
A. P. Brown has bought the farm of tracks of the sixth bear here that wer-e so

_FLOWERS
Fi'~'. :E'.r(}~Jl:i':oNci-~o'.:;~

l~;e,~l~~1t~!;;,~:
Pdlows, etc. Flowers preserved. I have made
1 1 2
:~~·:~~
r~~~lai;~
0
t~-de~
~/hc above. Price~~;w; New designs.

i-------------C. Q. HOLT,

CANTON.
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t
th
Mr. S. C. Jones is not firS in
e liSt of
1 th
plowing.
Sewell Goff plowed April 5
and r6th, sowed peas the 17th, and at this
writing som: of t:iem are co)i'iing up out
th
of e]groufn ; p anteAd onle anld oned-half
bushe s o potatoes
pn 19t 1, an
we
"·ill bet a biscuit he will have green-peas
and ne~v potatoes before s. c. Tones will
of his own raising, and leave it
theeditor of the TELEPHOXE to decide.
Staples' drive out pf Swift river Friday,
the last day of April.
This is the second
drive out of this river in April.
It ne,,er
was clone before.

Farmer's
have begun spring's
work.
Some ha,·e done sowing.
Cattle can get
quite a living on grass.
Some young
stock has been turned off to pasture.
II. Harvey's school closes on Saturday
of this week, in Dist. No.;;?. It is to wind
up with a good time in the e,·ening at the
school-house.
The result of the discussion of the 'vVoman's rights question was a heavy vote in
John Reed's pop.ar dri\'e makes the rivthe negative.
All are invited to attend on er spotted with four foot poplar, from the
Saturday e,·ening coming, as the house rear of it to the Androscoggin
ri,·er.
Id ~
BEARS.-A
man, my informant could
will ho a ew more.
not think of his name, started but a short

I

Died.

Peru-April
S, Mrs. 'lllarv L .. wife of
Elmer Vv. Knox, and only· daughter
of
Cyrus and Lucy Davenport, aged 29 years
th
5 mon s.

Livermore.
Hon. Elihu B. \Vashburne, who has been
in California for tluee months in quest of
health, has returned to Chicago unbenefiteel.
The following delegates were chosen for
the District State Com·entions at the republican caucus in Livermore 011 Saturda_v: I. T: Monroe, J. O. Palmer, C. E.
Knight, ;\I. D., ~a than Timberlake.

large that the hat of one of the men would
just cover one of the tracks.
Dudley Rob·erts had one of his best sheep taken from
his barn-yard bt1t a short time ago by a
bear. A.·A. Worthley had two early lambs
killed and eaten by a bear last Friday
morning. in his pasture, near his house.
Henry Downs let A. A. Worthley's boat
over the dam at Kimball's Mills, May Day.
The boat is worthless now. It was worth
twenty
dollars.
Mr. A. A. Worthley
would like to see Henry D. for a few momen ts.
CoR.

No. TURNER.
couple attended the ball at Keene's
Hall, May eve. Mr. Keene will have another ball July 7th, rhe one hundredth anniversary of the settlement of the town of
Turner.
Blaine, a little 2-year-old son of \V. IL
Willard, fell and broke his collar bone
Wednesday. He is attended by Dr. Knight.
MIKE.
100

"Nothing like it was ever known before
in North Turner,"
was the way stage
coachee Farnham put his account of the
big May eve ball in Keene's Hall at North
Turner, Friday evening.
Just think of it!
The fiddle string twanging to the measures
for two hundred and seventy pairs of feet,
and that, too, with the mercury throbbing_
in the glass way up into the hot eighties.
One hundred and thirty-five couples moved over the floor at the grand march.
Crowds attended from the country
all
around, many going from Auburn and
Lewiston.
When Master Dana Holt, the
boy cornetist,
played, "it is estimated,"
pursues our ,·eracious chronicler,
"that
there were o,·er four hundred people in the
hall, and they applauded
until the hall
rocked."
Never ,vas there such. a prodigy,
never such prodigious cheering for a prodjgy. They danced until the small hours.
Chase's Orchestra
ahvays makes a hit in
Turner, and they liked it as of yore. Land-•
lord Keene set out a fine supper of cold
turkey, meats and all kind~ of good thingf -:Journal.

LIVERMORE
FALLS.
Allen's Band gave a concert at Rockomeka Hall last Saturday evening, followP-d
by a sociable.
W. S. Cran will soon move his meat
business into the place formerly occupied
by F. S. Richmond as an office.
Mr. \Villiam Smith and daughter, of
this place, will soon go to Richmondville,
N. Y.
School in Dist. No. 12, Livermore, will
commence Monday, !\fay IO.
The band stand has been repaired an\
painted.
Miss Mabel Lamb went to East \Vilt
last Saturday.
She teaches the primai
school in that place, which commence,
last Monday.
Rev. Mr. Munson was unable to give his
Sunday evening lecture on account of suffering from a severe cold.
\Ve understand that the Sewall Bros. are
about to build a large two story house.
Several of our merchants have been away
purchasing goods the past week.
Mr. Munsey has moved into the house
on Pleasant St. which he purchased of
Mrs. Davis.
Mr. J. N. Libby is failing, and can live
but a short time.
F. S. Richmond is building a shed to
store his material in.
E. H.A.

Rumford

Fall~.

Again the angel came and, Sister 1-Iary
Clark has passed along the well worn way
where earth's pilgrims have been passing
since death entered the world, and will
coneinue to pass tiJI the last enemy is destroyed.
The call came on Sabbath last.
Tuesday the friends and neighbors,
near
and distant, met at the house of Brother
Clark to express their sympathy by their
presence, and mingle their tears with the
tears of this bereaved family.
Rev. Mr.
Tabor preached a comforting sermon from
this text: ·'Our Father.''

To11x.
A CARD.
Mr. Editor.- \Ve wish to thank our I
friends, through your paper, for the kindness manifested
by them on Saturda_1
evening.
l\Ir. and Mrs. H. C. Mitchell.

Pasturin;r.
Persons wanting pasturing
for young
~attle can make favorabJe terms by applymg soon to
SEWELL STAPLES,
Canton, Me.

_

HIDDEN
FORCES.
house nestling in the woods, be was t?ld Danforth! l1r. Danforth!" sang out a
that the yoc1no lady and her rompamon TOice. •
Shewatched the winding brook steal from were
It was the old woman calling to him
strangerf, only stopping there for a

ir.issiles. Ile swam to the middle of th~
·SINKING-THE
ALBEMARLE.
stream and when about half a mile below

the to~n came across Acting Master's
Mate Woodman, of the Commodore Hull.
the shade
HOW
THE
CONFEDERAT,E
RAM Cushin"' assisted him all he was l\ble,'but
brief rest, and where they had gone no from her sick-room.
Of sombre pines, whore it had loiterod one could say.
"I want to :;p,ike to ye!"
w AS DESTROYED BY CUSHING.
failed t~ get him ashore.
.
longt
"Awkward,
this is," thougl:t ,;foe.
____
...•
"Provoking l" exclaimed Joe. He did
Completely exhflusted, Cushmg man•
And, leaving all ita dusky ambuscade,
not give up the search. though. Return- "Well, they can tell me who she 1s.
Attaching
a Torpedo· to the Vessel
ar-red to reach the shore, but wag too weak
Run down the sunny slope with men-y ing to the city, he said to himself 01_1e ''I want to tell ye-stnnethin~-that
and Blowing
Her up--A Daring
t;:crawl out of the water until just at
day: '•There was that old shoemaker ·m may-be
good-fur
ye," said the old
lUidnight
Deed.
daylight, when he managed to creep into
lady to ,Joe. who had now returned .
.
the
vil(~gewbom
I
had
occasion
to
sec
swamp close to the_ fort.
"Oh, happy brook," she sighed, "dost not
. "What's her name?" he asked, eagerly.
A writer in the Detroit Free Press theBut
se:veriii''
times,
and
it
seems
to
me
that
four of the thirteen cscapeJ. Some
regret,
''Name?
I don't know-what
ye call gives a thrilling account of the destruc- were drowned, others shot and a numbe1•
'Within that gloomy copse, thy lingering!" one day I saw that young lady's father it-but-it's-some
kind-of
railroad-tion of the Confederate ram Albemarle by
in bis shop. Now the shoemaker may
captured. The p,;isoners wore surround eel
The brook laughed low. "In that dark wood know about him, and I will inquire."
stock-and
I can-tell
ve where to find Lieutenant Cusbino-,of the Federal navy.
• are set,"
It's not much--good now they say, We quote from th; article as f?llows, 1:>e- by the now tho,oughly aroused and ~He sent a letter of inquiry about the -it.
It said, ''the springs that give me strength aged father, whom acquaintance Joe was but they-say iv'ry time-it's
comin' up ginning at the time that the little ~ud- furiated mob, who swore they would kill
to sing."
nio-ht expedition of thirteen had arrived the Yankees ou the spot. Swords, reso anxious to co:1tinue. The shoemaker -ancl if-I die-it's yours."
-A. ,lf. Libby,_in Atlantic .ilfon -~
•'Oh keep it."
cl~se to the Confederate vessel in their volvers, rifles and bowie knives wf)re
received the letter bv the evening mail,
branished and leve!ed. The guard ha'l""I
d~n
·t-w,mt-to
kape
it.
I
shan't
I
launch:
and took it to his· shop to read. His
The wharf whe:·e the rHm reposed, inn- the prisoners in charge app~ared
li••ht was poor and so were his eyes. He live always."
"Yes, you will," rnicl Joe, giving un- grim and confident in its ~t1:ength, po~verlcss, when th~ c ,m:rnmder of the
re";ched the statement of Joe's wish, and
"That's all loomed unon the expectant v1s1on of Albemarle forced his w::y through the
he began to read aloud, giving the le_tter warranted encouragement.
right. And what's her name?"
Cushing, ,vho in a whispe~ directed t1rnt crowd and o-ained the s,Jc of the c:1p•
It was a night ior dreams-a rough, his own punctuation: '' '.Want-to git·'Who?"
the 0a-ear of the torpedo should be ready tives. He ,~a~ a tc1ll, r>owerful man, and
wild st_ormwithout-and
an opea fire, a holt-of
an owld man-who-'"
The
"That lady."
for prompt action.
The boom _was exerting his strength soon cleared a..,
table covered with boo].cs, a cnshioned shoemaker baited.
" '\¥'hat's thatr' he
"Och she's-"
shipped in its place, the torpedo adJust- space sufficient for the guard to 7e-forJ?l
chair and slippers within.
At least Joe asked, looking at the word lived. "Och!
"Don'it you know her?"
ed, guys hauled taut, and trigger line and fix bayonets. Then drawrng lus
Danforth thought so.
why don't people write as they mane?
"No! She's an angel-who
calls on-;- placed close to Cushing·s band. TI:e navy revolver be stood between the
"What shall I do?" he soliloouized. an'·sure it's hired, if it's iver anythirlg.
no onn-knows-as
she 11 speed of the boat was slackened, a pos1- glaring,fuming soldiery and their would"Herc I want to have a quiet time dream- Ah, yis, and we'll begin again: 'An owld the sick-and
be victims. Facing the crowd he swo~e
iver come at all.
Don't know-her
tion taken abreast of the ram-the
ing by my own fire. Coz:v,isn't it?''
man who hired acont a little-house•
launch was headed straight for the mon- he would die by their side before a hair
As he said this and look<'d at the com- that had a-gardin'-I
see jii>t what he name."
fortable furni~nings of his room. and manes."
"But angels hc1vc names," said Joe, ster, and the lonp:-lookcd for decisive of their heads should be harmed, and the
first one offering to mole:;! them would
then at the cheery fire, his ea_rcaught the
Then Joe mention~d the loc;tion of and he rushed into the entry where he moment had arrived.
had
left the Jicrbt. Alas! the anirel had
Suddenly there flared up from either be shot. "I 1iave been thirty-five years
sound of the wind roaring down the this house with a g-a.rden, and the shocin the United States nwv," he said,
flown! In otlier words, she had gone bank a broad belt of light, illuminating
ch\?;;:!· the storm ho~· 1s !'' ·he n·ow de- uiali:cr now shook his head triumphantly.
the dark bosom of the river with almost "and this is the bravest detd I have ever
"A.11.yis, be manes lllichacl Vazey, down the stairs and gone out-doors,
clared, Rtepping to the red .rich curtains who did work :ispell in that little spot ornndpa said, and who she was, he did the distinctness of day. The launch, known er heard of."
Under the protection of the ConfeJer.
with its fatal number of thirteen, was
that fell in warm, thick folds to the among the trnse: an' this nice young cap- know, but he would try-Joe did not wait to hear anythrng
revealed to the keen eyes of the guard ate naval officer the survivors were soon
fioor. He tried to look out.
tain, who must b[lve a fine gardin, wants
lodged in a place. of safety and le:t to
"Bah, it is wintry!
How the snow to hire Michael.
Yis. now I see it, an' I mor.•. He rushed down through the on shore.
"Who goes there ?" bailed a sharp, their own reflections. But they had
gathers on the window-ledge.
It looks wonder I was so stupid as niver to see it entries and then turned into the street. It
clear voice. "Who's
in that launch? beard enouo-h to convince them that tl:e
like a bed of lily-blossoms," thought Joe. before. Och, I have it now, sure, intire- was of no use.
"No angel!" he S[lid. "Nothing but Report, or I'll open fire upon you." This grand obje;t of their mis:;ion had been
Then he tried to locate thg different gas- Iv. I will sind l\[icha~l along to him. as
was followed by the rattle of firearms, as accomplished, and that the Albemarle
lamps in the neiirhborhood. Only a fee- there's nothin' like goin' yersilf, and it snowflake.s-bah !"
He returned to the sick-chamber, left an unseen force made ready for the next was a thing of the past.
ble recognition did these sentinels wink may be that }fadame Vazey "·ould Eke
some
pa~kages
of
goods
that
he
had
co~mnand.
The Shamrocl-:'s cutter at
Cushiuo, rested rn the secure depths of
back through the storm at Joe.
to go, too. Of coorse she would."
"I don't want to go out, I am sure,"
Who shonld ai:ri;,e the next day but an bought on his wa_v from his room to the this juncture was c~1toff, with orders to the swamps until the sun had risen and
thought :To.~. :i.\Iust ! Let me read that old gentleman nccom panied by an old Veazeys', and then plunged out into the proceed down t?e nver an~ capture the then started through the dense mass of
force on th~ ~outbfield, if possible, or mud, water and entanglements of roots
note agarn.
lady, inquiring if ,Joe was the man who storm again.
His feelings were not very agreeable,
to try and spike !h_eguns there.
until finally he came out upon solid
He went bac>k to the lamp-light, and wanted some one to take care of bis
bnt
he
consoled
him8elf,
saying
"Now
Cushing, real!ziug that concealment ground some di-ltance below the town.
taking up u note, read:
grounds, presenting at tl.te same time a
"DEAR
JOE-Can't vou come clownto the note from the shoe:naker, with his "com- for my "·arm room and comfortable slip- was no longer possible. wI:ile ev~ry m?- Here he met a nerrro who proceeded to
pers. Bah! there's my cousin Fanny's
ment to him ·was worth its w~1~bt m town and soon ret;';.rncd witll the infor~i;.:,ett;~~;;~~:~!?e t;i;t;~~d~tiirl
;~jl ~: plim int s !"
invifation.
J',o, I don't want to see my gold, rushed toward the _ram with to!·- mation that the ram was sunk. Proceedsortofwautyou to know her . .Are you
"\Veil, thisisascrapc!"tbought
Joe. orphun. I don't wan't to see anything
pedo
poised ready to do 1ts work. Eis ing through another swamp he came to a
aw11re, young man, t,hat this is the tnird time He would not, however, send the old
but those eyes. Here I am balked tall form towered above the rest of the creek, where he captured a skiff or dug1
1
~~::~ 1~ f;i~~~:e/iff:/: 11
ihs~cJ~ii~,i
mun back, but obtained elsewhere a arrain."
crew as he stood erect, his eyes flashing out belonging to one of the advanced
know it1) Charlie and I call our friend l!hance l'or him to work.
Grandpa Vea- "'Finally Jo~ thought, "being out," !rn and hair s~reaming out froIJ?-beneath his pickets. With this and the aid of a pad'Joe's Orphq,u:' but if you don't come to- zey and Grandma Veazey, as they called
night vou shall loseall claim upon her. and one another, were both asthmatic, and might as well go to l<'anny's, "st~y awhile ?ap. Ag~rn th~re was a hml, an~ Cu?~- dle he managed to reach the Valley City
He rang the d?or- mg, 3:llowmg his natural dar~-dev1l spmt ab'.lut 11 o'clock that night.
.
we will be offended. ,Ye can't reserve or- Joe Temembcred
them generally as antl end the job!''
bell, and the servant showe.i him rnto to gam the ascendancy, rephed:
It was a gallant exploit, unsurpassed
aC~u~\~vJo~:a.:oir~~
Grandpa and Grandma Wheezy. The oth- h:s cousin's snug sitting-room.
1~~
"Yankees-you.
lookout for your- for coolness in the history of any navy on
-you will miss it. Affectionately yours,
er parties from whom Joe tried to hear
''Kow for the orphan," he said to him- selves?" Hf) laughed recklessly as a vol- the face of the globe. A naval writer
Cousrn FANXY."
were seemingly lost to him as effectually self. "Old aud u<>ly! J~yes, green!
ley of rifle balls whizzed about his ears, thus renders the tribute of praise to his
"P. S. You understand me.''
as the ship to the steamer rushing past
Complexion. sallow! but his e_vesnever eveu lost sight of the brother officer. '•A more heroic picture
"Yes. I understand you," solilorpiized it on the Atlantic.
But Joe did not for- Stature. short!
Hair,
fiery
red!
Feet.
elephantine!"
ram.
'!'he smooth sides ?f the !aunch can hardly be conceived than Cushing.
Joe. "You would like to get me into a get the young lady. As we draw aside
He was saying this to himse!f when were splmtered and torn, riddled m fact Standing in bis launch, running hard on
scrape. ,Joe's Orph:rn ! I'm not going. the vail from some old portrait carefully
and the water to the Albemarle, the glare of the fire on
I don't want to sec her.''
protected from liirht and dust, so Joe in his cousin entered and greeted b1m. But through and through,
spurted up through the planks, in half a shore throwing its lights and shadow~ on
Herc the old bachelor-he was not his mu~ings would unvail the face hid- whom did she bring with her?
There was :wnin the singer with the dozen places.
the doomed ram, and illuminating the
very old, only thirtv--settled
back con- den in his· memorv and look at it.
The guard on the wharf aroused by man, who pmhed on, placed the torpedo
tentedly in his chair to cn.ioy the sound
"I will never inarry till I see its origi- wonderful eye.the had seen in the ~nt'.y
of
the
Veaze_,s,
and
there
was
the
girl
m
the
alarm
came
pouring
forth
from
their
by his own buni;l, when he desired exof the wind blowing all sizes of trumpets nal," declared .Joe. And that night of
.
.
quarters, half asleep, bewildered and not ploded it, and received at the same time,
down the chimney.
the storm he did not wish to go and see the countr_y road!
''What
is
the
matter
with
our
Cousm
knowinnwhich
way
to
turn
to
meet
the
at the cannon's mouth, the blast of a 100"\Vhv is it?" Cousin Fanny said to her even his own "orphan."
It was such a
.Joe?" thought Fanny. Be did not even: foe. The huge ports of the ram swung pounder rifle.He was at that time twentyhusband, Charlie Waters, - that everv night for a quiet, contemplative hourevening at the supper-tablc--''why
is it. several hours -by the side of his own fire. speak to her, but looked entranced at the open, her decks appeared covered with two years of age."
second lady.
It wa~ Shock four from men, rushing wildly to and fro, demorWith the loss of the Albemarle, the
.Joe does not care more for us females? Nobody would be likely to call.
that marvelous battery.
alizcd, filled with consternation,
and last vessel of the Confederate iron-clad
He is a cynic, a savagp, a stone, and if
But knock knock knock 1
"}Ir
..
Danforth,
}fiss
Earle.''
unable
to
ward
off
the
impending
danger.
navy disappeared.
The Merrimac, the
he docs not accept my invitation, I will
"Come in'.;, shout~rl the d.isappointed
He r~id not speak. There was an nwk- The bow gun of the Albemarle, trained Arkansas, the Louisiana, the Mississippi,
make him pay· for it."
Joe to the person rapping at the door.
And why rlid not Joe Danforth show
It was "Gmndpa ·wheezy," a wrinkled ward silence on the part of all. Then down the river, was fired, prob::ibly at the Manassas, the Atlanta and the Ten,Joe advanced toward the lady, blushed,
random, but its thunderous echoes rang nessee, had all bee11- captured, sunk or
more susceptibility? It is true he wns old man with broken, husky voice.
throughout the town with startling ef- blownnp.
fastidious in his tastes, but there was an"Good-avenin', Mr.-Danforth.
I am but wh:1.t he said, in an undertone,
Cousin
Fanny
never
knew.
As
for
t.he
feet arousing both citizens and soldiery,
other reason. A.bout six years ago he very--sorr:v-to
di~tt1rh--ye-but
could
was awav on a vacation in a manufactur- ye-come clown-to sec --the ow!d lady?" rest, _Cousin Fannie told it in a letter to wh~ mingled in a surging mass as they
An Elephant Wrecks a Bustle.
rushed toward the river to discover what
ing district,and spent several week,; near
"Oh, yes!" said Joe: and at the rnme her sister, who was away:
Catherine Cole, one of the best known
a river that made most picturesque val- time he thought:
"I shan't have to go
"Onr music-tAacher has a uew scholar and was the cause of the alarm.
The flash of the gun revealed the low literary women of the South, told a New
is not going away, and Cousin .Joe is goingleys as well as turned Yery imporbnt
and see the orphan. That settle~ it."
mill wheels. He was leismely walking"ls your wife sick to-night?" he asked. but. th~re, let me t ll it in order. Our girl's over-hang of the ram to the sharp eye of York Mail and Express reporter that the
music-teacher, Mis, Earle, is an orphan, as Cushing, and for that point he directed
worst fright she ever got in her life was
along a bushy country road when he saw
"Oh-vir-ry,
sir! shc-can't--stopher only parent, living when she came to our
The
a young wonrnn step out of a littk house long--,ure. ''
city, died last winter. She decided to go the launch, when, as he came within from the defunct elephant, Jumbo.
that he had not rliscovered before, ,o
They made their way through the away. not having scholars.enqugh. We have striking distance, he discovered for the lady described the· thrilling incident as•
leafy was the nest in which it was hid- storm as fast as po~sible. Climbing the wanted ,Jog to see her, but be wouldn't, and first time the raft of logs surrounding the follows: ''I was in Eng laud and visited the
That ~as
ing.- On the arm of this young woman dark stairs that led to the old veoplc's we joker! him about his o:·phan, a~ we called ram. The bell of the 1am, together with Zoological gardens frequently.
Re c,ime the nigh>-ba,fore the dav she
before Jumbo became noted for bavmgleaned an old man. She was of ml'dium rooms in a tenemcnt-bou,e. .Joe heard her.
was going io leave town. anrl she was h re, a number of alarm rattles were creating
height, her complexion foir and her fea- singing. The olc.lman heard it also, and aun. it tnrns out th'it th~y saw one another a fearful din, while the confusion and the ·moost,' as the Mahouts call it-bad
tures regular. Her beauty was in lwr he wbisjierer1:
tern per in English.
One tine day I attired
years a,o, aun. toC>ka fan~y to one another. jostling of the mob prevented anything
eves. "Such eves!" .Joe sa:d tr>himself
''Hnsh '. Thcm·s-t:ie
angels!
She's Joe say~ she must n0t go away, as he will like concerted action. This probably myself in a new dress with an exceedingnrn.ke anoth~r scholar for hilr. and next saved the life of Cushing, for, aithough ly large bustle, as was the style t~en,
at once. Cert:iinly no young lady"s PYCS oone P•
spring they will he manied. They are going
had ev<'r looked so far down into hi., c, "Do you think she is <lead?''
to tak'3 a house in the suburbs whei·e they can the air seemed full of bullets. no one and in my rounds dropped in at the Zoo.:
soul. There.was - clearness to them, a
·'She l.Je."
appeared to know at what t.hey were
'·I wag walkin"' around the garden'
have a garJe11,and the Veazeys will !i,·e near
who i, a~ways dying, firing. In the midst of the wild fusilade when suddenly I f~lt myself lifted like a·
bright, crvstal purity, a penetrativeness,
"Oh, no! That's not an angel singing, them, a, the o;d 1~<1.y,
has concluded to llve. and :\Ir. Veazey will be a blast from the river, a storm of grape feather into the air. I tried to scream,
that made .Toe say a second time, though good singing."
<sardener. Joe $1\ysI was the innocent and canister tearing
"Such eyes'." As to color, whether
"Bnt I don't know," thought .Joe, Joe'.,
through
the:r but I could not, I didn't have the time.
oec,ision of his )osl_ng_
his beloved, i11the first
blu",
hazel,
brown,
black,
gray listening eagerly, as he pushei the door placa: but sare.y 1( it had not been for me crowded ranks and the Confederates The power that raised me aloft had me by
or even ~ell~w: Joe could_ give no ac- open.
•
uow, he would not have married his orphan.'
fell back, yelling that the Yankees were the bustle, and I could hear that protu-count. 1'· hy 1s it that c~rtam looks from
The owner of the voice was apparently
upon them.
berance crushing together as if a mounstrangers are ~o magnetic, we re_member I younz, and with deep feeling and more S~arching for Watllr with a Baboon.
Cushing had trained the howitzer in tain had smashed it. Then I described
ihem to ourdymg day--and ccrta111lyw1ll i than ordinarv skill was singing "Rock
the bows of the launch upon the throng,
a semi-circle and was let down, bustle
lf wh~n 111?ona long hunt or journey
bcyonrl---whereas oth(lT glances m·1ke as I of A.<res." ·she stopped ha vino- com- the Kaffir berng unable for a lon.., time to firing full in tleir face3. Before they and all, on the walk. I heard a shout of
little impression as the raindrop gl'.ding I pleted the hymn.
'
-~
recovered from the panic which had merry childish voices and Jumbo passed
find water. he sometimes avail~ himself
over :1_marble tomb tone I .Joe was rn no \ "l whh--ye would-go
on, d:nlin't,' of the instinct of one of tl'.ose animals
s2ized them, Cushing h:1d taken a sharp with twenty or thirty children on his
comhtlon to rr:ison out the problem. said the oln woman. feebly. '·It gives which he frequently keeps in a domestisheer with the launch, making a com- back.
It seems that I wag just in front,
Those eyes went through him like electric- rne--comfort."
•
cat.,d state-the babonn or chacma. The plete circle, so as to strike her faiFly,·and of him and quick as thought he seized ·,
ity. Shock one from the battery!
"I'm here t ..~Jook. after-ve now," baboon takes t_he-le,uiof the party, being
went into her bows on. The fleet little me b3 the bustle of my dress and care. • ''.llforcy !'' screamed the yonn7 lady, t s;;iid the old man.-. '-'/She mnst· 0o-o-itattached to a 10ug rope. aud allowed to craft was flying through the water, fully lifted me to one side. His gentle
lifting her henrl and looking in the <li< mav b~."
• .
•
run about as it likes. When it comes to Cushing standing by the t!ller, intent squeeze of my bustle broke it into a userection ?f.swift carria_:;-c-wl•eclsthat nl- • .-,If I don·t cnme again, don't forget a root of bauiau,1 it is held b11ck until the upon one remlt-the
destruction of the less wreck, and I lost five pounds of flesh
most no1scles~ly h,1d turned an abrnpt what I have s:1icl to vou." said the precious vegetable e:in be taken entirely
ram. Musket and rifle balls were sing- from concentrated fright.
It took me an
corner fifteen feet _:.way. Another min- singer. "I think I oug·ht to go now."
ino throuo-h the air in everv direction, hour to realize exaetly what had hapout of the ground, bnt in order to stimuute, horse and carnage wonil1 h:we come
:\s the v"uug !adv. with averted fare late the animal to further exertions it is al- th~ clothing of Cushing hacf sustained pened and take an inventory of the smashrnshing upon the olr1 mun. .Joe.saw it.. moved towar<i'tbe do.ir, l-lrandpa Veaz~y lowed to e::it a root now and then.
several rents, but none had scratched up. I never went back to the Zoo any
One of the c>bm·gcsbrongbt ~gainst him said:
him.
more. I am now as a Texas eowboy is
Thesenrch for water is condur-te<l inn
by superficial acquaint:mecs was, that he
"I've got·-some wood-,1own in theabout Indians.
He likes them better
similar manner. Tho wretched baboon
"Leave the ram!" he shouted. "Jump,
w~~ ··:) fe~\ow ;if imp:1lscs.:' A "'fre:i~," nixt int~~---and its rhrht-in
the way)s !nteutionally kept without drink until for I'm going to send you skv high!" dead. So do I elephants. I always busa whim, might seize lum, and o!I he sure. I'll havc--it out of the w:w. Let it 1s half mad with thir.,t, and is then led ·with a heavy thud and sharp sh'.lck the tle to get away from these mastodons
would go. His frcnk,, tlrnngh, were --me "0 :ihicl."
•
~ya cord as :iefore mentioned. By what launch struck the boom of logs directly when I see them coming."
geue_mlly i_nthe rig)1t di1:e_:tion, aml it
The'°"young lar\y had passed out of the signs the_ animal is guided no one can opposite the ram's port quarter, pressed
was lll re:ihty only his dee1~!on nnd s_clf- room, and was wait.ing clown on the even conJectnre. but if water is in the them down, thereby gaining several feet.
forgetfulness that 11lflll,i him peculrnr. stair~ for the rrmoval of wood that .Joe neighborhood the baboon is sure to find •ro quote Cushing's own words will best
An Obliging Animal.
The next moment .•J_ocwn:~ spri?ging for and gnrndpa had both stuml>lccl against it.--Phreno/,,;qic,,l .Tovmal.
illustrate the situation:
"In a moment
Horse-dealer-''That's
a beautiful boss
the old_ man. Se1zmg. him qn1ckly. h_c in their journr·y np stairs.
we bad struck tee logs, breasting them sir, just beautiful.
I wouldn't part-with
drew 111111away from !us dangerous posi"Stnpi,l '.'' thought ,loe, whn was in the
in some feet, and our bows resting on that boss for the money to anyone but
Tlte
Richest
Man
in
Minn~sota.
tion.
old Jadv's clrnn,ber. •..Why llon't I hold
them. The torpedo boom was then low- you."
"Oh. th~nk yon, sir'." niitl the yo1111gthe light for those iu the dark entry!
, "Yes," .s.aida M;nneapolis man at the ered, and by a vigorous pull I succeeded
Inexperienced
Bnyer-"Dut
ther(;
fady, and then came Shock number two Gr,mdna took none, and I don't know as (,-ram1;Pac1~c the other evenin!l'. in con- in driving the torpedo under the overseems to be somethino- the matter with
from the b,1ttcry of those eye,! This he had· :1 seconrl one to take.·,
ver~atwll w1t_ha gentleman from the East.
hang, ar.d exploded it at the same time bis ribs. Why, you
ace every rib in
time .Jo~'::; soul was ~tincci to !ts very
Ile l1eil1 the lamp out in the pas- •·_vY,e
haye n numhcr of milfionaircs in our that the Albemarle's gun was fired. A his body."
depihs.
She turned away· with her sageway, its li~ht fell do'W!1 upon c.ty, 11,3:ny'of wholil grew rich out of for- shot seemed to go crashing through my
Horse-dealer-"Yes,
but iust look at
father,
when a .~cream was he.arcl, the stairs \\·here the lady stood wait- ~unatc mv~sttnent, in 'pine land~. There boat, a:id a dense ma,s of ~,ater rushed in
''Joe ! ,Toe:':
This came fro~ a ing for grnnclpa,·,vho ,,·as removing the u; T. B. V\ alker, worth nr.i l.e.s~than $10 - from the torpedo, filling the launch and the ad vantage. How many hosse3 do you
suppose there are who~e ribs can bi;seen1
:ieco11d carnag~
that was ].Hissing-. woo<\ further on. The sing·er turned 00_0,000. ~ighken year, age; he .:.ame to completely disabling her."
Not one in ten, sir; not one in ten. ·why
.Joe looked up. The carria3·c had :rnd lifted her fa<:c so that the li"htJell
)[rnncupoJ1, an,l_rented a little J+ouse on
.A seam twcnty-fiye feet in length and that boss is so obliging that if he had a;
the east SJ(le at ~f) a month. Up. to that three inches wide bad been opened in
bal:crL
. ,
upon it. .Toe~tarted. Ile saw n;longer
idea that he had another rib stowed
• If there isn t Consin Yanny '." be " b:lv on a st:11rw:w near ·which toiled 1m time he had been a C'.luntrv scbo;l-teachthe ram, proving her death wound, and
He the Albemarle, with the shattered re- away somewhere he'd actually feel sad if
saicl.
.
.
.
olrl n~an; hut out 111the leafy ( ountry he cr and ha 1 clone some su;·vcying.
Rhe_w:is l>eckonmg to hun. Inwa: ~ly ~ay a penon halt, a do7en years yonnger to0k a contract t() survey pine laii!iJ.sin mains o: the little launch, sank t'l the ~e couldn"t sl_1owit. yes, sir-ye!>, ,sir!
. i-esolvrng that he "·onlcl rctnrn ,.n,1 111- than the singer, Jct having the ~,m1eform. Nort,w~n :;',[rnnesotn, and being a ~mart, oozy, muddy bed of the river, s:de by Shall we call 1t a bargam?"-1'-id-Bits .
quire about the old man----~!1(1som_rb0<1y the s:imr face :1u,1 the same wonde,fnl energetic fellow, took nc1vant,we of the
side.
r·ls1J-hC accepted F:rnn~•s 10v1t:ition to eves'. chock nnmbir thn•e from the b,1t- situation, and with the aid ir men ot
Cushing refused to surrender, and, orThe oldest Episcopal church;-in tha
; 'ri<1e a bit." . Bl_ie picce:l out thi{ ride tery. nf: er all the,e long :year,'.
lfo money. whom he int~rested with him, he dering th,a crew to sine themselves, United States is that in Williarrisburo·with another ·'bit," aurl when Joe did re- ,vanterl. to rush to her. speak to her, ask became the richest m:\n in the State of jumped headlong iuto the water, fo!!owed Va.
It contains the font in whid:.
..
turn to inquire f•ir the old man at the he:· who she was. where she Eved. ":Mr. }E;mesota .•,_ O!iicaqoInier- Ocea1>
by the hi.,s and zi:p of a torrent of leaden Pp_cahontas was b3ptized,
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a mr r J nntural
myself."
On
taking- it up, she foand to her a;tonishment that it "·as a real one.
The camellias Inst until the coming nf
the plum and cherry
blossoms,
in the
early spring; so there is no season of the
year when we cannot have bouquets
uf
real flowers in our homes.-Youth's
Oom•
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Ships'

Figureheads.
at making figur~hcads for ships said to a New York Muil
tind E.1·pres8re porter:
Making figureheads for ships is not to
much the fashion as it n.scd to be.
You
scarcely hear of one being made about
New York nowadays, though clown East
they still make them.
But fifteen year,
ago, when I had just finished my apprenticeship they were air the go.
The general rule is to cut the figure to suit the
name of the ship, but often we are given
a photograph
of the captain's .or owner·:;
wife or daughter,
and told to make n
life-size likeness of it in wo,,d for the
ship's bow.
These are generally painted
white, but are al~o gilded and bronzec1.
Cost?
Some of them nm up from $25i.J
to $400 a piece.
'rhe more work you
have to put on one, for instance, in the
way of a likeness, the more it cos'.s.
About as many of woman nre cut as o:'
men, and I can tell you, as a rule, pretty
good resemblances to the pictures of the
persons from which they arc copied.
I
have seen them of Lord Nelson, Admirnl
Farrngnt,
Paul Jones, David Crockett,
Shakesperire, Rembrandt,
and other celebrated people,and clone so that you would
recognize them. too.
l\Iany vessels have
figureheads
of
types
of
men anl
a·rnmals.
For instance, the old ship
Emerald had fl clog that was• three times
life-~ize; the Daring had a knight in full
armor: the Reel .Jacket and the Seminole
each l1ad nu Indian; the C)lallen_ge has a
large horse.
One of the latest figureheads I made was for a yacht of 111r.Price,
V
•.
which is on Lake George. It is a life-size
figure of his little danghttr,
Reven or
eight years old, which I made from a A.requickly given to every part of the body by
photograph.
It is cut in white pine, and flood's Sarsaparilla.
The blood is purified, enshe is repre,ented
as holding a bouriuct
:iched, and vitalized. and carries health inin her ha!ld.
The face gaYe pcrfc~t sat- Jtead of disease to every organ. The stomach
isfaciion and was r,adi:y recognized
by s toned and strengthened, tlle appetite rethose who know he:·. Another one tlnt
1tored. The kidneys and liver are roused and
I made was for a yacht It l\Ioon's, on II invigorated. The brain is refreshed, the mind
Saratoo-a Lake
It is the fio-ure of a little lllade cl.ear and reaclJ' for work. The whole
girl, life-size, ~ith a hoop in one hand
~~8~'l~~P au reJuvenated by th15 P6-

A mau who works
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to
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and a stick in t~e other.
On_e of the
fig1:'re-heads I pnde myself 0 IS a mermaid I cut for the yacht Brunh1lc1e, owned
by W. K. Phelps, now iu the Mediterranean.
T-he mermaid has her arm extended as if pointing out the course of
the yacht.
The figure is four feet long,
the head being abo~t the size of that of
a child.
I made the face as pretty as I
could think of, bui' not from any copy,
and represented her with long, flowing
hufr.
The entire fi::ure was heavily
gilded.
It takes about three weeks to
carve a figure.
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Hood's Sarsa pa ri Ila
Sold by druggists. $1; six for $.5. Prepared
only by C. 1. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries,
Lowell, Mass.

I 00 Doses

One Dollar
•
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Feeling
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'\'Yhich a-ffiicts nearly cYery one ftt. this sen son
is entirely overcome by Hond'~ Sarsnp,trilla,
which bas the pecul1ar merit of building np
and strengthening the system while it eradicates disease.
"I have been in poor health several years,
suffering from indigestion, restlessness in the
night, and in the morning I would get up with
a ,·ery tired feeling. After taking only a part
of the first oottle of Hood's Sarsaparilla I
could rest well all night and feel 1·efreshcd
when I woke up. I must say that Hood's Sarsaparilla fa all it is recommended to l•. ''MRS. H. D. WLN.ANS, 210.. East clfason Street,
J·ackson, Mich.
Now Is the Time
To take Hood's Sarsaparilla, the popularsprini:
medicine an<.lblood purifier.
Why?
Because the body is now more susceptible to
the b-aneficial clrecL~of tb.is peculiar medicine
than at any other season.
Becau be the impurities in the blood should
be expelled and that tired feeling overcome
be!ore the additionlll debilitating effects of
warm wen.ther are felt.
Because the thousand~ of peop1e who have
tried it pro,10unce Hood's· Sars11pa,,illa the
very best medicine to ta.ke in the spring.
Because delays are dangerous. A dol)ar spent
for this peculiar medicine now-may prevent illness which will be expensive and hard to bear.
Because, as now is the time when you may
derive the greatest gooi It i~ certainly economy to take Hood's Sarrnparilla now.
Do Not be Imposed
Upon
The great and increasing popularity of Hood's
Sarsaparllla has led some unprinciplecl men to
use'itas a bait to draw <·nst<1mersto their stores,
and then by unfair representations endeavor
to sell other kinds. It is unnecessary for us t<i
caution those who have tried Hood's Sarsaparilla and know its pccull>Lrmerit. But to those
who have never taken it we say, Don't be imposed upoo. Insist upon ha,,ing Hood's Sarsaparilla and no other. The mon who clatm that
their preparations
are uas goorl a.s IIood 's," by
so doing admit that Hood's is the standard, and
possesses,peculiar merit whic-h they try in•vaiu
to reach.
Immense
Amount
of Ceod
"I have been t.roubled \Vith dy~pepsia. I had
but little appetite, and wh,,t.I dfd eat distressed
me or did me little good. In an hour after eating'! wonld experience a faintness or tired, allgone feeling, a.s thougl. I had not e!\ten anything. Hood's Sarsaparilla did me an immense
amount of good. It gave_me an appetite_. and
my foqcl i;elished •and satisfied the; cravrng "I
had prev10nsly experienced. It relleved me o!
that faint, tired, all-g-oae feelmg. I have felt
so much better since, I took Hood's Sarsap11,r11la
~PJ;;J~.\~areru;;.~1ra::.dation.,.

Vitality

"I was in bad condition with fainting epells
and generai debility. I was run down, ate
hardly anything, and hardly dared go out
on the street alone for fear of having a fainting spell. Hood's Sarsaparilla has done ·me a
wonderful amount of good, as I am now in
g09d health again. My appetite has been gocd
ever since taking the medicine, and I <:an eat
a square meJLl with relish."-MRS.
MOLLI.a
CUTrER,
119 Eleventh St-.,Covington, 0.

Hood's Sarsaparilla

~~1~ ~~ ~~uf.gi~oot1
Lowell, Mass.

;le&~!,:\)o&~~~r:t
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gard to medicine.

cannot atrord to be car~t~ss ln re ..
\Vhen

ydu n~ed a medicine
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con~idered for a moment. You should get the beit
~~~~~~ts~nofh~een8.rice. The best ls certainly the

Hood's Sarsaparilla
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Lowell, Mass.
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DYSPEPSIA!

TheChiefStomach
Diseasa
of the World.
SYMPTOMS.

bile, and by its tonic and nutritive effects
upon the system, and it:s general purifying

action through the kidneys, the skin, the
Indigestion, Nausea,
liver and the blood, soon restores the.nataction of all the organs and thus
Loss
ofAppetite,
Palpitation, ural
makes the relief or cure of this inveterate
a simple matter.
From one to
Heartburn, SourStomach,disease
three bottles will relieve or cure the chronic
PaininStomach,
Flatulency,
etc. cases of long standing.
Dyspepsia is, without doubt, one of the
most prevalent diseases known to the
American public, and is often mistaken
for some oth3r disease. "\Vhen your appetite is variable, when you sense a fa.int,
gnawrn~ feeling at· the pit 0f·the stomach,
unsatisfied craving for food, ..rising and
souring of the same, heartburn,
bad
bi;:eath, bad taste in the mouth, low spirits,
~~~~bt~
in back,•oftensource of irritation, dyspepsia is the most headache, pain-sometimes
difficult to cure of the majoritv of chronic
complaints; but Burdock Blood Bitters,
by its direct a(;tion in regulating the bow- lassitude, <1tc.,et::., dyspep;;ia is the ca.use
els, stimulating the liver to secrete healthy and should be immediately' trea~d with
some reliable remedy;, such is B. B. Bitters. It will effect a permanent cure in
The Creat Remed
brief time. Try it; test it thoroughly,
a.nd write us if you are not &Tea.tly ben6fited.
The cause of dyspepsia is often due to
sedentary habits, rapid eating and neglected, constipation, as well as to improper,
food, the excessive u.-;e of stimulants, tea,
coffee and tobacco. Eating too heartily
when tired is a frequent ca,use, but whatever the eause the remedy is plainly indi-
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Easels in Brass, Candlesticks, Sconce,,
Lamps, etc., etc.
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WORLD
Get the Gt"nt1fn~.

PATENTS
__Bil<, Patent Lawyer,

Sold Every-wherP...

Obtained.
Inventors'

Send stamp·ror
Guide. L. I!L~CI--

Washin&t:on. D. O.

THE

B. A.ATKINSON
& CO.,

HOUSEKEEPER.

it would buy one pound of bacon, now it
buys two; it would buy two and a half
pounds of flour, now it buys five. And so
.
on through the chapter. Whilec,·erything
. RE:.rnoY FOR CuTs.-Th:
le~ves_of gera- else has dropped, eggs have stood to their
mum are an e:'cel_lent applicat_10n for cuts, high-water mark. If gold gives out a
where the skin 1s rubbed oft, and other grateful nation may yet make eggs the
wounds of that kind. One or two leaves standard value.
must be bruised and applied to the part,
a'.1d the wound will be cicatrized in a short f\Vritten for the CANT:;;,-1:;,;-LEl'HONE.
l

At our Mammoth ,varerooms

DonnellBuilclinjfj 001·. Pearl
g·JJlirldle Sts., Portland,

I
I

tune.
How TO WASH SrLKs.-Lay
the silk
smoothly on a clean board, rub soap upon
it, and brush it with a rather hard brush.
The amount of brushing requisite will depend upon the quantity of grease upon the
silk. \Vhen it has been sufficiently brushed with the soap to cleanse it from grease
and dirt, it should be well brushed on both
sides with clean cold water. A little alum
infused in the last water with which the
silk is brushed, will prevent the colors
from spreading.
Should there be any
patches of grease upon the silk, they should
be removed as previously described, or by
the application of a littie camphor and alcohol. Folding or wringing silk when
wet must be scrnpulously
avoided, as
creases made in silk when wet will never
disappear; and, in like manner, hot suds
must not be used for washing silks, as
they will in most instances remove the

A LETTElrTJ THE BOYS.
•

comple_,iori in a couple of months, buhdll
probably make the black specks more numerous for a week or two. A mixture of
powdered brimstone or sulphUJ· in diluted
glycerine, rnbbed on at night, in connection "·ith the other treatment, will soon
cause them to disappear.
Wash off carefully in the morning "·ith soap and water

Announce

to all the people

opportunity
from the

to furnish
largest and

stock

I find on looking over the advice I have
given, that the most of it has been directed to the girls. ,\s I have part in training
both. and find that boys need a hint now
and then fully as much as girls, I will have
a little talk now with them, and sometime
will carry it still farther.
I can see that th,e past year has done its
work upon you. I can see that you have
grown taller and less angular than you
were a year ago. You haven't as many elbows, b_va dozen or so; and you are not
so conscious of the pos&ession of hands
and feet. There is a dark shadow upon
your upper lip-a prophesy and forerunner of approaching manhood.
This is a
trying time-this
transition period when
you are neither one thing nor another.
You have out-grown the ways and thoughts
of early boyhood. You have lo~t, somecolors.-Art
Amateur.·
how, your desire to turn somersaults.stand
To CLEAR THE Co~IPLEXION.-Mrs. on your head, and walk on the top rail of
Langtry gives the following recipe: A the highest fence. You do not know "·hy
tablespoonful of sulphur taken every other and you recognize the fact "·ith a sort of
morning for a week, then omitted three wonder-but
you perceive that yon have
mornings and taken again, will clear the lost your relish for marbles. tag and leapfrog. You marvel a little at this in your
secret soul; but it is so, is it not? But
while you have grown away from them,
you have not _vet attained to the ways and
thoughts of manhood.
These are still
strange to you. The future looms up before you full of \\'Onders, possibilities and
so forth. Yes it is full of possible ruin!

in

for Infants

I

of all kinds

Castorla cures Colic, Constipation,
:•t;;~~otea
di•
'
Withoui injurious medication.
CBiiTAU& COMP.A?,'Y,
lW Fult.on Street, N. Y.

all kinds

r&~
t~machjfv~~rrJ~;•
gestio~s,

Tim

\Ve beg leave, through your paper, to_ inform our !'rien_ds _and patrons
that we have opened a large stocl~ ot Spring
Goods_ 111 alt ot ~our departments, and ha\·ing made an add'it1on of a large Clothmg
a11d Carpet
n,0111
(now having tl,e largest store in Eastern
Oxford,)
we never
were in as
good ~hape to meet the wants of the people as at present.

Men's

Dress

Suits,

DEPARTMENT.

Business

Suits,

consi:,;ting

&,Working

of

ranging in price
from $16 to $250,
and positively
the largest. assortment
ever oflered to the public
by ar.y
house in the conntry.
Also the largest and greatest display of

Furnittue

Ranges
atpricesfrom
$15.00
fora
Pr!me
Range,
with all the Ware,
Pipe,
Zinc, &c., to an Elegant
High
and
Low Hot Closet Reservoir
Range at
$50.00.

MATTRESSES
&SPRINGS.

Suits,
Feathers

Boys' short-leg :rnd School Suits, and an endle.ss variety of 11en's and
Boys' Pants of all prices.
\,Ve also have a complete
line ot Rubber
Cloth
ing.
It would he useless for us to enumerate
our prices, hut we will convince any one who will favor us vvith a trial that our goods an<l prices arc
surpas~ed
by none.

ir. Enor1110us

Our Feather
Room
and is full of bargains.

Q!.iantity.

is 50 feet long

\Ve have

CA R p ET s

in which there is a little ammonia. After full of disappointment and failure.
How
this, if the face seems oily, wash it at night will you so order your· life that you may

of

Sets,

ever exhibited
east of Boston or New
York, and rarely exceeded
by those
cities.
And positively
the largest
!111e of

NEW COODS

In this we h,n-e by far the best line we ever showed,

and grades

Cltambe1·

Parlor

CLOTHINC

of

and grades

and Children.

"Castorfaissowelladaptedt.ochildrenthat
(reeommenditassuperiort.oanyprescription
lmaw.11.
to me."
H. A. ARCHER,M.D.,
lll So. Oxford St., Brooklyn,N. Y.

~

a golden

your
honsc,
he5t selected

Lounges
111 great

vatiety.

Easy Chairs,

-

The
■
in great variety, and everything
for
answer to that question depends Yery much
\Ve hin-e added to our stock a good Ii ne of \Vool and Oil Cloth Car- everybody.
upon what you aim at.
t ti
f. l
<l
l
cl ·
\Ve have not time to talk of fame, for- pe s mt we ee prou
to s iow an price to any.
tune, of influence, of honor or political
Dinner Sets, Tea Sets, Toilet Sets,
preferment or the dazzling prizes that the
Shades and Drapery.
future holds up before you, bidding JOU
strive for their possession.
It is right
In this depanrneut
0ur line is complete,
,vith all the Spring- 110\·elties.
Special mention
must
be made of
Underwear,
Gloves, etc., etc. our
NEVER SATISFIED.-Some
people are that you should do so. It is right that you \Vhite and Fancy Shirts, Ties, Suspenders,
never content with their lot, let what will should labor for the acquisition of knowlIt is right that you
happen.
Clouds and darkness are over edge and self culture.
their heads, alike whether it rain or shine. should strive to be honored by your fellow-men,
that
you
should
desire to be useTo them every incident is an accident,and
Lace Curtains,
\Ve have tried in ordering
our Spring stock of these goods to place on Nottingham
every· accident a calamity. Even when ful, influential citizens, and to serve the 011r counters one of the best ~tock in this part of the county.
$1 ·oo per pair and upward
Seeing is beState
in
official
stations
if
you
ha,·e
the
they have their own way. they like it no
lieving. and we invite vou all to C()me and look us over.
We have a large
:Nottingham
Lace Curtains,
better than your way, and, indeed, consid- 1·eqnisite ability. But men often fail of ac- line o; sampll:'~ of Black Silks. and helieve that we can save money for any
$2.00 per pair aud upwal/
er their most voluntary acts as matter of quiring fame and fortune, and from no one who will order their Silks of us.
Swiss Lace Curtains,
compulsion.
\Ve saw a sti-iking illustra- fault of their own. Circumstances are too
$6.qo per pair and upw11
tion the other day of the infinnity we are strong for them, and the_v go down beJ\1adras Lace Curtains,
speaking of, in the conduct of a little boy neath the breakers that they are powerless
$3.50 per pair and upV\
to resist.
about three years olC:.
9ur shelves arc full of all Grades of Ladies' and Gent's,
me<lium and
Applique
Lace Curtains,
I want to tell you of one ,plendid possiIIe was crying because his mother had
~ne Shoes. Slippers,
etc.
vVe sell the celebrated
"Knights
of Labor"
$3
$7.00 p
«hut the door. "Poor thing,'' said a neigh- bility that lies open before _vou all. It is Shoe, wa1 ranted honest stock, hn11est work, and honest prices.
Silk Lace Curtains.
r
bor compassionately, "you have shut the free to all and all may claim it if thev will.
$18.00
,
child out." "It is all the same to him" It is purity of heart and life. pnrity of
Ko hov, no
said the mother, "he would cry if I had thought as well as of ~t.
~Iadras
Lace by the Yard,
ts.
called him in and then shut the door." It's young man, can live anywhere in thi; land
In this line we always carry a full stock,.111•!,e1..: 1i . ..,.~~ t.li.f'm a!' 1
on the highest peak of the 'lny party in town, for the sa1ne quality.
v as
a peculiarity of that boy, that if he is left of ours-not
••
rather suddenly on either side of a door, vVhite mountains, without temptations to
In
prf'senting
this
card,
we
do
not
des;you
to.think
that
we
will
he considers himself shut out, al)d_ rebels do eyiJ. But resist in God-given stre11g!h
sell lower than any one else, but do claim,w you the Lnrgest Store and
accordingly."
There are older children and you will grow strong in the contest.
Our Carpet
Floor
i1:,the largest,
tilt' Large:;t Stock in Eastern Oxford, an,, sell as low as any party can,
Do not throw yourself in the way of temp\\·ho tske the same view of things.
liahtest and best in this country,
and
and guarantee
all 6 uods as represente<l, 1ney refunded.
tation. Don't allo,,· vourself to touch a
w~ are showing
the best
goods
for
PATIENCE.-One writer has said, pray
vile book; don't liste~ to a vulgar song;
th at
Obedientjurs,
the smallest
amount of money
for patience. Every day will bring some~
don't frequent the society of those who
we ever had to offer, but we cannot
thing that will call for its exercise. How
speak lightly of womanhood-for
all ladies
guarantee
the price only for~ w:eek.
true this is. \Vho can live one day and
(I do not mean cheap ones) are entitled to
That these
trades
are ap,r1eciated
not ha,·e anything to try their patience,
your respect and protection. Evil thoughts
can
be
seen
by the crowds o, people
especially, a mother "·ith all her household
ne,·er stay where they are unwelcome.
who ha\·e. visited our store the pa_st
cares, and a family 9f little children.
If
You are hardly more than boys no"·.but
week.
\,Ve ask a call and
we will
they don't have to exercise their patience
the years fiy quickly on and you will be
JJ2J" MAR"Y'.,ous
PRICES.
~
trust the quality of the goods and the
wh,., does? Horne and Mother, what-a
)rice on them to do the rest.
menver_vsoon.
Begentlemen
at things
home.
1
volume might be written from these two Acquire
a thoughtfulness
in little
C
~
One thing we ,Nill add. You have
words, but would they be worthy the name then JOU will succeed when greater objects
omplete Novels and. Works, by Famous Authors, Almost Given Away.'
no conception
of the exten! _of our es1~~:;,,1:~i::~~ t,;blishment
ifthe_v did not have a good supply of pa- come up to claim your attention.
You
,,;!;";;i~d";;i~~~•
or the beaut1tul
g~ods
0 ~;•J~":}i'~'.itpamphletform,manyo(th:m/'"~-d•on~~1!'.1~;i~kn~~~;,!'~~~
0
11
Lience?
~~iit•t~~
~•!i; ~~;1:~:~tt''11eTo~e{h~e:~u~~~i{~e~ ;::;::;. 1:~1i~~t·ound forw tbes~ books would cost $1·00
we handle unless you
call.
Thi~ \s
st
"There is, sublimity in patience, in its :an show ju l as much manliness in help1. T~re Widow lied,·"·
Tl· · thebook 16. At the World'• Mercy. Axo,·el. .~YFlorence
no !?,host story' but solid fac~s. w h1~.1
will be borne out to your entne satisfaction if you will come ,~nd.see _'vVe
:pt§
keep open
every
eve~111~ until
alike, never scold or fret, or get out of pa- the end it will more than pay yourself and
., G I • ·•J<'•. "
Bv the•••ho,or.. Ooca
Thome..
o'clock, and have electric lights on
1
0 ;.t~.:.!~u;:.·ehii~:
0h':i·ffr:'iif{';;~;~.::;,:
tience with the doings and actions of her friends. Be systematic in \'Olli' work and
~.~~'.;;~~
floors.
Any of the goods we bane
little ones, that amid the toilings and habits. Aim to lesson the hurden of one
"~h;l'.;d_,\'}d,beolt:.:e.By Sir WalterScott. •utboror .. ,1an-Banon.. etc.
C Ill
we will sell for cash, or a qnar
troubles of life she can look above and be- at least. and lend a helping han<l to a11 in
th5."Y!:,~~ic:~~
~1"0~/~::~~t~l~h:~~~·i:odofa.ll
aw;,,,;n,~,:~o'f·I1t~!'•e"'c:,·h·;~pJl~J·:,~.;~_n_!"'~;;'JJ{A',m,·"n:,:~i,._(•;~,o,.c:eB~\Y~~,~h-•\A7u,ih~kor::o.r':'eD:o~Y••
down
at
time of purchase
and
fi
1.if!~:·.:-:1~.0 ~:!
1~'::f.~·o~
yond them,
to the great and good hand by 50111C way. Shun the society of good-for•
:,~~ · ,,
.
.
th
a nee $ 5 per month, if the amoun
which
ey are ruled, and say with an hon- nothing men, who are idle, quarrelsome
Gentlemen.
a., L_,•ttcrWriterforLadlesand Thorne."
JI
ANovelBy"aryCecn
$50 or under, and $roper
':10111
>:Stheart that it is all for her good, that and intemperate.
Xe,·cr use profane Ian:::~~~
.~\t?i~,~~·.
~~:~~~\1~~"~:p~:,-;:~;•~rg!;~~:
u;t
!t?:::~:.:r7P~1,·;:e'.An~
..;-,!:e,:.yMl'9
$ioo or under.
To
make it r
0
1eA N~vel.Bytht
mother, in my opinion, is nearer the gates guage on any occasion.
It is a crime, it
,r~i;,~E·~·;~1~~
;r~~;~~:r::t:·iarge collectionld;;~'tnd~hG::.;;~':,';r~~:~''i,"rc?.<;;:'.
plain we will sell a,$+0.00
~lusl
of heaven than many whose words of praise i, unmanly.
A mid the thunders and lighti'.11t,,{t£itpJ~~::·~~
••~,i~~;::
~~l'1:~·.:~·•• 1:~ an,i:.o:,~.~~:'o~!":;;:"s~~·~~;
/-~~el. ByMi" M. E,
for $10 clown and $5.00 pe1 ml
are on the lips of thousands.
:\fay ,uch nings of Sinia, God said "Thou shalt not ·:~~l~~o:,:;:1~~li!~·~~t~~!'1':xi:~1,i~~n!1;~~·.r1~·::~
B~9dd1.':.'oi¥~~~r
..-:.:·;;-o~~l.
By,)!~ryC~cillfay,&uthorol
a $20 Chamber
Set for 5.00 t
mothers take courage, e,·er praying for pa- take the name of the Lord thy God in Yain, r-i'.'.,~1,:;';"'.~1::'~i'tnnd
Chemical Experiments, "ti'"J~;;\!i~
!~r:~~a:e. A Novel.ByWilkieCollins,
and 5 .00 per
month;
a $2~ (;
tience and submission, e,·er ready for the for the Lord \\·ill not hold him guiltles, ~"1:.~o,\:h~:g1~el~~dh1:8l~~ci:r~:,~;:~~~~c::
;[,:'~~!;\~··t~0 'i,!~1~·i1~..i: A Novel.Bo,1rs. Anns. Stephen,,
for 5.00 down and 5.00
pet 1bo
a $20 Range for 5.00 dow_n a!·or
per month; a $12 Baby Carr l 2
,nother in due tin1e, her children ,\·ill rise
J }
o. ,·er" intereiitin; a.nd in'-t.rUctive book of travels, de11crib• l ~;~ A.Colden
nnwn.
A Novel.
ny the author of
3 _00 down and 1 .oo per weef_ 00
nd
"N"ew Perfrction
Ref11gerator;orne
11pand call her blessed.
1'l\'e already made my letter te
~:~p1•:~l~~~l~~ ;~'.;,;;;~~''.'it/~:,~~~!J~
cu,tno·,onbe "DomThorne"'ic.t AN ~t By Mes Alexander
down and
r .oo per
Wf'ek 0ur
1
The value of crushed ice as a dressing :; ~t:~::t':~/\;~l~~"};~t
:!;'~\:~;:,k
;g~fttJi:!fe:~i~J}!~~}~~~;~fa:!ff
and see us. _see the stock, /) and
for burns and ~calds, fi,·st pointed out by about your education, .,·our read in you
,o\~,J.','.•0/\','.~~~;,?y\~l~.1:.'!::,'~.';.n.':.''edo~~'.
~~:.;,•,~
"F.ast Lynn,."
1 n
h , Xo,·et ByMissMutock
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with spirits of camphor reduced with half grasp the good and escape the bad?

as much glycerine and a few drops of ammonia. In the morning bathe the face as
before with a little ammonia in it, and after wiping it carefully, sponge it over with
camphor and water, and in a short time
the fairness of your skin will delight yourself and surprise your friends.
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with him, "Is that our Atkinson?"
Ile
was then keeping a little shop on Pleasant
street.
liis whole place then would not
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BosTox, April 28, 1886.
The present
state of affairs, which is
occasioned by the endeavor of humanity
to adjust its condition to our higher civilization~the
great labor moYement-is
looked upon by some few :.is the approach
of the dissolution
of things, especially
American institutions;
and it is simply
wonderful how many there are in the enlightened age "·ho persist to li,·e in gloom.
Publicists,
editors and correspondents,
~hrough the press,incli,-icluals of all classes
with whom one co1nes in contact, all of
whose words seem to suggest
more of
pain and discomfort derived from dyspepsia, than ought else; and really I am
tempted to believe that the bulk of our
alarmists and pessimists are alonepromptby the distress which arises from this disorder.
Although I cannot eat a double
order of lobster salad and boiled mackerel
with out some distress, yet I am not at all
alarmed.
Admitting
the adage is true,
"that ignorance of what incurs danger
does not avert it," I also wave argument
with which to prove there is no menace to
our institutions
in the ferment of present
times.
A publicist
very quaintly,
so
much so that I think it must be of Japanese origin, says that the labor question
with the laborer should not be a matter
of shorter hours and more pay, but to see
how to get more comfort out of the pay
they already receive, and then elaborates
upon the cheapness and delectableness of
shin-bone soup. An Editor says labor
troubles absorb so much attention that
other business considerations
are quite
neglected.
Press correspondents;
not all,
simply a few; dilate upon how labor is
killing the goose that lays the golden egg.
But of the ludicrous sort, though specious
011 attempted logic, the master builders'
reply to the bricklayer's assembly of the
K. of L. takes the cake. It needs no comment for extenuation;
salt will not save
it; it needs no refutation, for that's its
own chief accomplishment.
I have 110
(ioubt the masters mean "·ell, but they
"·ere simply unfortunate
in an essayist.
Ko doubt we shall look upon this period as
an ordeal through "·hich \\·e $afely passed,
"·ith something of danger.
The fact that
is iully realized by the majority
of our
people and of the intelligent world, is that
American
institutions
have passed the
danger point; that of destruction b_vthose
whose business it is to maintain
them;
and that thus they are founded upon the
strongest possible basis, and there is no
occasion for alarm whatever.
Fashion freaks, which "·e were apprehensive would incur clanger to feminine
vacationists,
have not as yet developed
anything to justify alarm.
The ultra red
has faded into bright maroon and pale pink,
and the vegetable kingdom is more talked
of than apparent in millinery adornment.
I hope TELEPIIOXE readers, especially
local readers, will imbibe of the spirit of
enterprise
which does and always has
characterized
the house furnishing
firm
which, as is observed, advertise so la,·ishly. The head of this house, ~1r. B. A. Atkinson, whom I have long known, has
never done things by halves or driblets in
the advertising line. In 1875 the centennial of the battle of Bunker Hill was celebrated, and there was a large trades parade
in Boston.
In the midst of the furniture
division we observed an elaborate display
of house-furnishing
goods placed upon a
large furniture caravan, drawn by a compliment of noble animals.
As we read the
name "B. A. Atkinson & Co." painted in
large black letters upon white canvass, the
query arose among us who were familiar
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H erdsdale Farm,
Lur-n~ & lii,!iop "·isl1 to i11fonu tl1e pnblie
anrthing
ill their line at Boston price~, a:; tliey
them,rlYe~ fur goocl~ in tlte \Vatch and ,Je\\-elry
better priees than e,·er. Just \:011siLler sollll' of
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that th(•y are preparell
to fnrnish
exchange g-ooli, rnannltlernrcd
.uy
1i11,·. \\·hid1 e1whle~ t11(•1l\ to give
our priee~.
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\\'(' will sell Win. Ellery 11 je11·ellc<l key ,l'illlling- Watcl1l'S, 3-ouJJcc siln:r <·asc.
for SU.OU.
Broadway , jewelled in $ilver ea$e, for $8.U0-uiehel ca~e Su.50. l\ u.
7 Elgin,,
j<•,1·els, in niekel ease for $6.50, ill ~ilrei ca,;e $S.00.
,\o. 1H Elgiu. iu :-JThe Odd Fellows remembered their an- ou1iee silver case for ,;)l:!.00.
Hocktorcl, Han1pden, aud 11Jinoi3 Watl:ll Co. 'sat.
proportion,itely
low prices.
Kuigilts of Labor Pius irorn '35 GCJitStu S:L00.
\\ e
ni,·ersary.
also have a tiue line of Kuives, Fo1 ks al!ll ::illUOllSat ti1e follo1Yi11g prit:e,;:
Gotham's aldermen. Hub Ferry direct. U.ogers & Bro. best. $!.U0 per do,1,en; Uogcrs :!d. 3.50; ::;1ietttelLl:!.OU; ::itandard
ors. clouds, and a cold clay expected.
..:,1lver .1:'latt~Co., :!.50. ·
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than
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interest-
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FRAU.JSUPONFARMERS.

l\Iasonic. Odrl Fellow. and all otl11•r pmhle:ns at low prices for ca,li.
\\'e have
a foll line of Chnins. Cliaru1$, Bar pins. Pins aml Drops. either i11plate. crape. jet.
stone or solid gold.
Anything

we llo not lt:n-(• in stol:k we can furnish

at short noticl·.

The correspondents
of the agricultural
in all it., branches, also Sewin;· JI..rchmc and
department send reports of various frauds Fi11e Hatch Repairing
11.fodels bztdt at short notice, and all kinds small Jiaclzine
that with more or less success are being
v/Tork d011e in a v::orkmanlike mauner.
practiced on farmers in different parts of
the country.
Agents for the sa1e of fruit
trees, fertilizers, stoYes, cooking ra.nges
and various other articles succeed in manv
.Canton, Me.
Opposite tbe Depot,
instances in selling their wares at two ~r
three times their Yalue, for getting the
farmer's money for things that pro,·e utterly worthless.
The deYices for getting
a farmer's signature to some pap~r which
can be changed into a negotiable note and
I ba'"e spent for medkine to cure m7 RbPumo.tis::::1
without finding any re'liei until I tried A 'l'BLOPHOsold for cash are too numerous to mention.
nos. I hnve taken Ei.X bottles of ATHLOPHOROS,
nnd
I am now a wt>ll m·m.
So wtites]ir, E. PARA~
A fayorite ruse is to get him to act as agent
Ha,,ing leased Canton Skating Rink, I
IIUR6T, \V,x,usuckot, R. I.
shall open it May 1st, with ,
for the sale of some article of farm machinFrom
r:.11
overt.he
country
come
dmilar
testimoni9.ls
ery, lea Ye some of the articles with him
0
~fe~\~ ~f AT
HLOPHO
ROS
;~eu~~~~:m L~~i
and take his receipt for them in such a
neur:i.lgia. No other remedy has been Ctlscovered
of different ,tYles, consistir,g of Open and
form that, ,yj_th or withput change, it can
t~a.t is a real cure for e\tber of these terrible dise.:1.ses. Athlophoros
is uot an experiment, it has
Top Buggies, Express and Concord Wagbe used as a note for the money at which
been tried and its V:!.lue proved
by thousr.n:fa of
ons, Spring Boards, etc., and can furnish
they are ,-alued.
•
people all over the United States. No remedy has
at short notice any kind of carriage not in
ever been put on the m:ulcet t!1-it h·i!'l brought such
Another device is that of taking orders
1::riversal relief to sdforers from rheumatism and
stock.
n3anlgin.. AthlO'lhOros
is ~bsolutelysafe totako
for some subscription book-in some cases
n:id will surely bring :.elief. If y:~..:doubt its merits
the reYised Ne"- Testament-and
convertt-"!".:ldfor names ot' person::; i:i yc1.;r owa S~ate who
l.:ive been cured by its une.
I have in stock all kinds of harness,
ing such orders into notes.
Still another
A:ik your drur.-1::d~t for Athlo:,horca.
Ir you
both double and single; track and road
c· :1r.ot get it of him we will send it e 1:.µre:>sp:i.~J on.
is that one operated by the pretended agent
harnesses.
r ·ccipt of reguhr
prico-Si .OO per bottle.
~-o
of a Bible or a tract society who presents
prl"~er t~iat you b·1y it from your drug5{ist, but if
l e hasn't it do not be per3uaded to try Fometb.ing
Trnnks, Valises, ,n,ips. Blankets,Robes,
himself at a farm house about dinner time
o:se, but ortle-r at once f;:·,)m u::sas directed.
Horse Boot,, Bandages, and everything
and accepts an invitation to dine on conATHLOPHOl!OS
c9.,1!2W!\LLH., l'i!EW
YO!iK. usually kept in a first-class harness shop.
dition tha:t he may be allowed to pay for
his meal. The society, he says, requires ·----~·eili-;;,;;,:;wB!'l!M&Ummmaniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiim
that he should pay his way, and to prove
and harnesses exchanged for old ones.
that he has doiie so he asks the farmer's
signature to a form of receipt which he
Every Carriage and Harnes3 ,varranted
carries ,\'ith him. In course of time this
as represented.
Prices to suit the times.
receipt comes back to the farmer in the
form of a note for some sum of money fillHonest Goods at Honest Prices.
ed in b_v the plausible swindler.
A light0
~ "Jl!A ~:iz-~ ..llning rod agent agrees to put up lightning
•
K 8 ~~ g ~ (ti,,t;'f! #!Jt,21 Q;~ ~ le, 8 ~
rods about a house for $5, and presents a
LrVIGRMORE
bill for $105.-$100
for the rods and $5
would announce to tht citizensofBrittun's
for putting them up. The collection of a VeftlSlng
lll
ffieflCall
i'dills and Yicrnity that they have in stock
royalties on some patented article found in
a full line of
the farmer's possession, the sale of receipts
for the manufacture of fertilizers, the sale
of rights for a ,rnrthless patent process for
and Fancy Goods, Cheap.for Cash.
curing tobacco, the collection of fees by
Ne~~P;~;;
:-~:.:r~:i~g
Y!~~eau,
0
pretended oflkials, such as boil~r inspectSend
10cts.
for
100-Page
Pamphlet.
Country ProLluee taken in exchange for
OTS, "the clrive-"·ell fraud," a Yariety of ingoods, at market priceti.
One price to all
surance frauds and the sale of worthless
persons, under the same circumstances
Please call and ask priees.
3-38
receipts for the cure of "hog-cholera"
or
other animal diseases, are among the· numerous swindling dedces mentioned by
the correspondents
of the dcp:irtment.IVashiug·toJt Star.
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50 CARRIAGES
Harnesses.

Anotl1l'r lot of ·st. 1.oni, Flour. at $6.00
cash on delivery. irnd I ,\'ill e.:ll' without
frar. H i, one o't the best, I eyer ff\Yned.
Don't turll a cold shou]Jer. but try it.
A notlin
lot of that 30 et. l\lolasse,,.
which takes the cake en•1-y ti1ne.

DR. WARNIER'S CORALINE
CORSET.
This is bonPd wirll 1ww
rnaLerial callerl Coraline. which is vast],·
superior. to horn or whalebone.
It c:u:not break, but will in e,·ery ·instance outiast the corset.
It is man~ pliable tha11
whalebone. so adapts itself more rearlilr
to the U1ovement of the body.
All macle
of superior material and wa1'.ranted in E'Yery respect.
Price $1.00.
A large lot of good Prints
yard.

at 5 ets. per

NEWCARRIAGES

Remembe~ the yard-wide
Tricot Flannels

::it

55 cts. per yard.
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Paten·t Medicines

CLAIRVOYANT.

Dr. A. L. PIERSON'S

DI"SD
OFGREENS.
A nine n,onths old child of George Latta of Poughkeepsie,
was perfectly well
Tuesday noon, and was dead Thursday
morning.
The case is remarkable only in
the ignorance admitted.
The mother had
eaten greens for dinner, and afterwards
nursed the child.
Soon colic set in, succeeded by flatulency, raising sour curd and
loose bowels which terminated
in death.
Most of infant sickness is caused by unassimilating
food like cabbage, gre~ns and
rich pastries, eaten by nursing mothers.
In such cases an assimilating medicine like
Castoria-if
there be anything
like itshould be given.
We have known many
cases with symptoms such as those of the
Latta child when a close or two of Castoria set the child at play in a few h~urs. Ignorance of thi's panacea for children, has
made many little mounds in grave yards.
The time lost in sending for a doctor, is
sufficient reason for always having this infallible remedy in every hous·e.-Hall's
':four. of Health.

for the Vegetable and Flower Garden are
uuexcelled iu quality. Send for free catalogue.
Addres\+1'.'~~iE'1s;ltX'J.aE;,~DSMA.';''
East Stunner, Maine.
1f:ir "Pine Tree State Seeds" took the FIRST
PREl\IIUl\I at the l\Iaiue State Fair, 18S5.

WANTED!
TO MAKE

A POSITl\'E

CURE FOR ALL

88

~ fl~~tt~

Boot & Shoe Maker.

Will Cure when Every1thing Else Fails,

i~

1~:t~i¥~11cr~c1gi_g11rtJt~:icl~{N840~,ciI~~', OYer P. Ilodg:e'~ bl,1,ek8n1ith shop .. All
whom ,ill letters of inquirv oi· orders should be ad- kinds of repairing.
Custom n1aking to
dressed.
PRICE PER BOTTLE, 75 cts, 3-,o
rneasurl', from Thomas' celebrated calf to
finest F1·ench. Orders solicited.
3-3i

WANTED!

Sewing Machines furnished if wanted
and the work delivertd
at your homes.
Apply by mail only to Wm. M. Mitchell,
Dixfieid, Me., or to ,J. A. Bucknam & and\~[;;'~~~:':-~
°}~;1 f'.HS,~f\t,t
cp'..\\YE'.~fan~i~
JUSTABLE SLIDING vVINDOW SCREEKS.
Co. Mechanic Falls, Me.
51tf
Best selling- goods ever offered to agents.
Terms
and Outfit free. Address
6tf
ORRIK P. HOWE & CO., Augusta, 11-Ie.
TEACHER
OF VOCAL .MUSIC.
!have Peerless a11d8tanley organ which
I sell at reasonable prices; warranted for
five years.
Tnose n want of an organ or
At the "Old DeCoster Carriage Shop," is preparpiano will do well to call on or address ed to do all kinds of
the above. . These organs are well made
in every respect, quick in action, brilllant
i11tone, and voiced so they are easy to
8ing with.
They are second to none.
6tf 1000 feet 1-2 inch Bass Boards wanted

E. W. ALLEN,

The above lots, not· being requirer! for
the purposes of Herdsdale Farm, will be
sold at a price which will make them a
profitable investment for any one de•irinK
first-class pasturage.
For price etc., apply to Charles Vickery,
Manager IIerdsdale Fann, Canton, .Me.
MARY E. WARD.
_Canton, Sept. 10, 1885.
3-36

FEMALE WEAKNESSES]
0

COATS

LANDFORSALE.
The undersigned offers for sale the following describ~d lots of. land :
:No. 1.-Part
of lots No. 15 and 16, in
Fo:-:'s Grant,(so called) in l'eru, estimated
to be a bout 110 acres, and well-known as
the ELBRIDGE
GAMMON FARM.
No. 2.-Tbe
TOBIN FARM,(so called)
comprising about two lots and estimaterl
at 160 acres, also in Peru, near Worthley
Pond.

Vegetable
Compound,

an~~~

100 J?AMILIES

CANTON, ME.

Canton,

{;. B. Brid~ha:m,
Offiee

at, Rc--siden.Pe

Where al orders should be left, and his
whereabouts ascertained.
3-9

AGIFT

Se1~d wcents

posta~e,

and.we

will

maLl yon.free a royal, valu;.thlc, ~am
pie box of goods that will pnt yon in
the way of making more 11101uy at once, thai1 anvthing else in America.
Both sexes of all a~:es c3n
live at home and work in spare timc,or all tlie time.
Capital not required.
,vc will Hart you. Immcn~c
pa.y sure for those '".rho start at once.
S-r1xsox &
Co., Portland. :i\Iainc.
ty49

Carria[e
Repairin[
and
Saw
Filin[.Tfil§s
PAPER
\

lll. D.

Euckfield Village, Me.

I

is on filein PMlrulelphla

~

a~ . the Newspaper Adver
tis1ng Agency of )lessrs.

N. W. AYER & SON, our enthurizecla1-,,nta,

------·-Ij FARM, GARDEN-- AND

THE TELEPHONE.1rHEMURDER
OFLINCOLN.
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HOUSEHOLD. crowding along as rapidly as poss~ble,
and as corn hills a e not plcasa·it thmgs
men and attemptecl to get to. the PresiPra,ctical Talk on Ensilaa;e.
to plow, why not harrow it first?
dent.
A policen~an,. narneu Westfall:
The report of the Fifth Ensilage conThe efforts to preserve egg, in purity
seized him, aad thmktng he was a crank
or crazy, ru heel him out. Th::i proces- gress contains with other matter of gen- arc never more than partially successful.
--I JOME STRAN~S
ABOUT
A sion thrn went onward.
Westfall after- eral interest the address of J\lr. Geo. G. The limed egg, though not spoiled, is
GREAT TRAGEDY.
This neYcr al:,solutelv fre~h. It has lost some
ward identified this man as John Wilkes Smith, of St. Albans, Yt.
l'UBLI~HED THURSDAYS, At
Booth on seein()"Booth's photograph after r,ddress, says the New York World, moisture and ·has absorbed some air,
E. ,tot•y of an Eye-witness--A Stage tho assassinatio~, and Major French, wb_o is worthy of special consideration, which ha, a tendency to de~omposc parl\[auao•er's Account of Booth--..\
was in ch:irgc of the_ i:olice force at this eomino- as it does from a practical ticlcs. Although lime aml other prcpaCANTON' OXFORD Co.I M
dairy~an who on his farms has for a rations exclude air they do not expel
First A.tteinpt Frustrated.
t:me, corroborated ]us statement.
number of years practiced the feeding of what the egg had previously absorbed.
E, N, CARVEil, Editor and Proprietor,
"Carp'' mys in a W:1,;hington letter to
cnsUao-cto his milch rows with favorIt is a wa•tcful policy, that of exhaust!he Cleve!mid Leader: :Mr. Davis, who
SCIENTI~IC AND INDlJS'fRIAL.
able r~sult~. In this address l\Ir. Smith ing the soil so it will no longer pay
i.as been a leading lawyer of V{ ashington
0
gives his views as to the best methods of the cost of cultivation.
The feeding of
1•
1i11cethe days of James Buch~nan, was
t
A.mencan cannon powGer c aims
Dr. Alonzo Clark, of New York, has )resent in Ford's theatre the night that
growing, storing and feeding ensilagestoc}:., carting the manure on the land,
with me bca.t all creation, some of the latest make views gained by his own experience and and proper rotation will keep the soil
Tecently entered his eightieth year. Lincoln was ~hot. He chatted
· h ,:: · d h
speeding a 100-pound projectile through
e: the air at the lively pace of 2,029 feet per coinciding with the opinions cxpr_essed intact. Hence it is more profitable every'."New York," says he, "is as desirable a ,bout thel::issassination last nig t • .:m
place of residence for a physician as any '1 had not intended to g0 to the theatre, second. This result was reached :it a re- by many other advocates of ensilage. where to feed all the coarse grains on
Following are conclusions deducted from the farm thnn to sell. Once the exhanscity in Europe, although no physician has )ut I saw it stated in the paperR that both cent trial of tlie new navy guns at A.nap- Mr. Smith's address:
tivc process is begun it becomes every,
he President and Geo,eral Grant would olis.
•
ever made $250,000 in a single year, as >ethere, and I went there more to see
The feed most valua.blc to the dairy- year more difficult to make a change for
;J.rant
than
anything
else.
The
play
was,
It
seems
to
be
well
settled
now
by
S:r A.shley Cooper did. Perhaps $30,000
men for the production of butter or to the better,
,ou Know, 'The American Cousill,' and botanical philologists that the saffron of
1\[r. J. L. Rose, a well-known breeder of
or $40,000 is as much as any physician he house was crowded. I sat within five the sono- of Solomon is the common Cro- the producer of beef is the feed from
makes here. 'l'he principal characteristics 1r six rows of the front in the pit, and cus (Cr~cus sativus), and the camphire of the paEtnres in June or India, corn when trotters in California, says: "The thor- ,
the stalks are green and fnll of nourish- onghbred has the valuable qualities of
of medical practice to-day, as distinguish- foe Stewart, the six-foot, two-hundred- the Scriptures is identical with the henna ment. Between these two feeds there is speeJ and endurance to a greater extent
ed from thirty years ago," he adds, "::.re ~-eight of a man who attempLed to citch of the Egyptians (Lawsonia inermis.) It not much to choose. To get best re- tlmn any hor,e in the world; and, if you
·he assassin, was immediately in front of is not yet certain what flowers are the s:ilts both of these must be supplemented can get the thoroughbred to trot, then
conservatism aucl hopefulness."
ne. President Lincoln entered the thea- Biblical "rose uf Sharon," "lily of the with a certain proportion of grain. A.s you may cry Eureka!
But there is the
Improved health laws appear to h:rrn .re with his party when Dundreary was valley," and rn:ne others that have been Indian corn proauces a greater amount rub. I have tried this to ~omc extent,
produced remarkable results in England ;elling why a dog wags its tail. The au- referred to in the sacred writings.
of perfect food to the acre than any other and all of my efforts have b~en failures."
and Wales, a decided reduction in the lience greeted the President with cheers
The rays of the sun do not strike at the crop, it is gencr.illy accepted as th c moSt
If cabbngc is properly set out it suffers
death-rate having now been maintained md clapping of hands, and as he reached same angle upon the earth at ~11 times profitable cnsilHg~ for this country.
little by the opera:ion, and after a few
.he door of his private box he turned and and places. It has been asccrtamcd that
As corn recp1ircs plenty of light and
th
days its grow
will generally be more
for ten years, and been much greater dur- wwed to the audience. He then follow- water is raised four and a h:ilf feet at the nir. bPst results arc gained from planting
h
h rnpid than one not trnnsplanted.
But so
ing the second half of th'at period than in d l\frs. Lincoln into th} box, and took equator.
This elevation c:irrespon<ls to in drills far enouzhapart toallowt orong
often is this work poorly done that it is
the first. So great ha~ been the recent re- iis seat at the front of it by her side. The the increase of tempeniture.
The pres- cultivation and plenty of spuce in which worth while to grow rnmc of the late,
duction that, as the registrar-generul nterior of the box was lined with crim- sure at the bottom also decreases.
Tilis to grow. 1\Ir. Smith plants in rows about large varieties by sowing seed in hills
points out, more than 281,000 persons 10nvelvet paper, and the people within is the source of the Gulf stream, which three feet. six inches apart. As soon as three or four in a place where the plants
t shown out plainly from this as a hack- exercises so important an influence upon the corn is up a Thomas smoothing har- arc nc"dcd. As soon as they get large
survived the last fi.Yeyears whose deaths ~round. The front of the box was hung the climate of the eastern and western row is put on and the piece harrowed enough all but the best are removed and
would ha.ve been recorded had the mean <vithcurtains made of A.merican flags, continents.
every four or five days, until the corn i •
about one foot high. After this the cnl- transplanted elsewhere.
"
rate of mortality been equal to that pre- md between these flags the President
Mr. s. H. Davey, of Cornwall,England,
A cement floor is not the best for a
vailing in the ten years, 1871-80. The ooked out.
.
.
confirqis Dr. Tommasi-Crudclli's opinion tivator is u~ed aid the piece kept thorth rd
th
oughly
culthatcn.
until
the
corn
is
too
dairy,
as
it
absorbs
the
drippings
of
milk
effect of longevity has been indic·1ted by
•'The comedy ~-ent on until
e
i
conccrnin" the effect of arsenic in preIC~, and the Pres1den~'s party seem.eel_
to venting cholera and other zymotic dis- high for the cultivator to work. With and becomes foul in a short time. A
J\fr. Noel Humphrey, who states that the 111:Joy~hemselves. Lrncoln was s1ttmg eases.
A.lthough during the last forty a light dressing of manure l\[r. Smith good floor is of matched plank, with
reduction in the den.th rate from 22.5 in ~th his left ar?1 on the 1:>alust~·adeof Jears many cases of cholera, fever, small-, got. on poor land twenty-seven and a half tight joints and painted, so tllat _it _will
absorb no moisture. "\Vhatcver dnppmgs
1838-54, to 20.8 in 1876-80 has added ,he ?ox, and ~ 1th Mrs. Lmcoln s h_and pox, etc., ha,e occurred in the country tons of cn,ilagc to the acre.
Experience :1lsodictates that the best fall from the churn may be washed off
two years to the life of every male born, -eSt lllg on his ~uee.
In th e midS t surroundino- the extensfrc arsenic works
and three years and a hqlf to that of >f a scene a p1st~l ~hot rang out at Bissoe, o not a single case has been time to rut corn-fodder for en,ilage is such a floor without leaving any traces.
tnd a _scream from Mr~. Lmcoln drew my known within about two miles of the when it has arrived at its fullest develop- Brick is quite as absorbent as cement. A.
mcnt as to size and it is fullest of nutri- flagstone floor, with close jomts set in ceevery female.
tttent10n to t~e Pres!dent.
I saw clouds deadly fumes.
0
tion; that is when the ears arc fully ment, is the be:t of all.
Siberia is not altogether the conn try it ~;~~;;u~tm:ii~
s~!t~~:n p~::lea!t~~
The possibility of photographing in formed and before they have beg~n to
It is a goocl plan to milk cows reguth
is represented to be, says a Russian cor- head fall ~pon his chest. Then out of
e d_ark has ~een shown by Abney, an glaze over and before the stalk begms to larly in the same order, taking the same
the smoke a fo:·m sprang do"·n on the En~hsh exp':nmenter.
H~ has succee~harden and dry up. l\Ir. Smith advises one fir~t, and winding up,, ith the same
respondent. Only in the north is the ,tage, his foot catching in the flag as he c~ m preparing plat~s which are sens1- cutting the fodder in dry weather and one every time. Regularity of hour in
climatc severe. Southern Siberia is one iell It was John Wilkes Booth
Tall t1ve to the rays lymg beyond the red getting it into the silos before it begins commencing the milking of the herd is
of the most fertile and prosperous region~ thi~ black hair, and with eyes· which end of the. spectrum-the
dark 1th
_heat to wilt. Next tramp it down thor- an ndvantage in securing the best results,
in existence. It is to this part of the
littered like those of a wild beast, his ray~-and
with_1 such plates usedsi;
a onghly around the edges and in the (·orn- since aninmls as well as men, are greatly
3
5
world that most political prisoners are [ace was as white as chalk. He rose half rock s lt lens ~ shoul~ be po~ le to ers of the silos, and cover as quickly a• \ the creatures of habit, and when the time
Jpon his knees and waved a sword-like photograph b8d1es havmg a high temand weight heavily enough to comes rouu<l. the cow will desire to be
cxiled. The government gives each exile ii.ago-er which I
can see glitter- perature, although that temperature may possible
press out all the air pogsible before re- milkid. and all the functions of the sysa fixed number of acres of land, a house, ing before my eyes now. I heard him be far below. that necessary to render filling the silos.
Finally make the tyro will concnr in this cle.;irc.
th
cattle, horses and farming implements. ,ay in tragic tones, 'Sic semper tyrannis,'
em sclf-lumlllOUS.
weighting hea~y enough to practically exSqn::isks sho:1ld be gathered immcdiThe only restriction placed upon them is md then he limped fast across the stage,
Sensations of vision ·require a definite clucle all the air. 1\fr. Smith advocates atelY after the first fro,t severe enouo-h
that they shall not go outside a l!'iven g-oing behind the scenes. All this hap- exposure of the retina, which time J\1r. cutting the_ fod~er short e_nough to insure to ,;ither the: leaves ,o they will ;o
~
pened in an instant, and all the time Mrs. J . .M. Cattell, of the university of Leipclo$e µackmg m th? :nlo. and short longer afford protct:tion to the fruit.
drcle, and there is sufficient force to see Lincoln was screaming. As Booth rush- sic, finds to be considerably dependent
enongh so that when 1t 1s fed out the Cl\t the Yice; close to the stem of all
that they obey this behest. The vast ma- ed from the stage he pushed aside Laura on the natnre of the object and the in- cattle will_cat it up clean.
hard spccLnens, carrying the squashes
jority of the exiles settle down to a quiet, Keene, who was ready to enter for her tensity of the light. It varies with the
1\J'.. Smith !rns found that t~e best into convenient wind rows, but not pilpeaceful and prosperous life, and never part, and within half a :ninute he was in several colors. Orange gives the quick- l]Uahtr of ensilage, both for c~auY: ancl ing upon each other. Herc they should
the alley and away. Tne audience was est impression on the eye, and yellow
,rant to come back again, even after their il.umbfounded for a moment.
Then closely follows it; then comes blue, red fattenmg purposes, 1s that which is cut re!Ilain for two or three days until the
3_ndput into the silo ?n t~c least possible stems arc dried a little, wh~n they are
terms of exile are finished. There are everyone sprang to his feet, but my friend and green; while the retina is less sensi- time. and when 1t is covered and hauled to the barn to be stored until
many enormously rich people in this por- Toe Stewart was the only one who at- tive to violet light, the time for which is
weighted with?ut ~1clay. He advocates freezing weather.
tion of Siberia. The merchants make tempted to seize Booth.
He rushed from two to three times as long as for or- several Fmall stlos m groups, rathei: than
Too much care cannot be taken to get
vast fortunes, financial easiness is preva- through the orchestra, crushing violins angc. By lamplight the eye works more one_largP_s lo, '':here a grcu_t quantity of clover seed free from weeds. This is be~nd trombones iu his efforts to get upon slowly than by daylight, and the order
lent, and there is just as much luxury in ihe stage, but the footlights burned his of perceiving colors is changed to or- ensilage is rc:qmre~, ca"h silo to_be ab?ut comino- incrensinrrly difficult every year.
ten feet long by ~ix or seven feet wide The w~ed mads ~ost danrrerous are the
that country as there is in any part of the 5.ngers, and when he at last clambered up angc, red, yellow, violet and blue.
and fifteen or t:~·enfy feet deep. Ile fav- narrow and wide leaved plantain in
world. E is to northern Siberia, where ne was too . late. He was able to see
ors co~c:·~te $1,tos as being both cheap clover, and in timothy seed there are wild
0
and P1 actir.a ble.
.
.
carrot and daisy. It is ~afer to take
the cop~er_ mines arc situated, that the ' :~~;\~:~
r~~g t~~t ~~:: aI~i~nc~ :~;
Remarkable
Salt Deposits.
Corn ens~lagc grown and put m silos seed two years old if well kept than that
worst cnmmals, such as murderers and\ in the street.
In Linro\n, cou)lty, on the Rio Virgin,
by
Mr.
Smith,
cost,
on
an
avei:age,
se".about which th.ere is anv doubt. Spre:1d
thieves of the vilest degree, are sent. To
"Lincoln was _carrie~ across _to_ the is one of the most'remarkablc deposits of
1
rnty-~evrn cc:it~ per ton, anu he esti- the seed thinly on a white sheet :mJ cxcondemn a man to work in the copper Petmon ~ouse, m which he _dieu the
~
1~!e\s
tnnted
thnt
her.used
enough
on
on_e
acre
amine wit:i a micro~copc. Any cleterior1
1
mines is a, good as re:-10.ing
mo~nmg.
I do not
lllrs. v-allcy, and chemicany pure. Blocks of to fred t\,o steers t\:·elve months with all ations from th" regular Fhapc of clover
. his death sen· 1 n~xt
Lmcoln
ever recovered
from th11;1k
the shock
the green food reqmred.
ancl seeds will in this way be made contence, for he seldvm survives a year of of that night. I did not see Grant, for it o\·cr a foot square are so transparent
spicuous.
labor there.
you know he was prevented from attend- that one may read a pa,per through them.
Farm and G~trdca Notes.
Most gardeners transp1ant cabbage
tng the theatre by his baggage being So solid is th;s salt that it must b:i
Cleanliness should be, but it is not plants; a succes~ful grower gives his
A Washington correspondent asserts le Lt at tb.e depot instead ?f being brought b'.asted out the sa·r1e as if it were rock.
always, next to good butter.
plan. He says that he sows the seed in
that ''members of Concrress live in all to the hotel, as he had directed.
On the This deposit of salt l'e, about three-qua,:"
. .
. . trial of the conspirators I remember that ters of a mile west of the Rio Virgin and
Tobacco refuse is a rich and quick- \ rows twenty-one _inches _apart, so the
!orts of ways. The:e 1s the. milhonaire ;,.stage-shifter was among the witnesses, three miles south of the :M:ormon village r.cting fertilizer.
It is also repulsive to plants <:an be cult1vat~d with a_ harrow.
, Aiter_ thel reach the size at wh1ch trans..,enator whose establtsh:nent m the court who, on being asked as to what Booth of St. Thomas.
There a body of this insects.
end of the town is the admiration and had said as he went across the .;tage, re- sa~t is exposed for a length of nearly two
Look well to the house drainage and \ plan~rng is ~isually clone, he transpla:1ts
1
envy of less fcrtunate people and the plied: 'He said: I am sick; send for IIlllcs, which is about half a mile wide sec that it aud the water supply are kept \ al_lof th ose rn_c~cry alternat~ row, thm•
t
mng the remamrng rows until the plants
member from "\Yayback who li~es in the McGinnis.'"
.
and of unknown depth.
The deposit f
.
.
' .
John T. Ford, who owned Ford's runs north and south, and is seen on the
ar _'.1par·
.
.
stand about two feet apart. The rows
attic of some dmgy boardmg house and theatre at this time, is now a gray-haired
surface for a distance of over nine miles.
~ou have 1o cons1dc_rthe feedmg of are three and a half feet apart. He
the hen _as well as _the chicks. Feed the claims they do as well as those transsaves two-thirds of hi~ salary. There is n:an, and he is keeping a th~atre in_Bal- In places the
canons
have
cut
throuo-h
th
the "favorite son " whose rooms are tuuorc.
Ford talks very mterestmgly
it to a dep
of sixty feet.
At th~se former first 0:1 gra\n· and aft_cr that she pla1~ted from seed sown in the ordinary
way.
thronged all day' lono- with admirino- a.bout the assassination.
He says Booth points the Hiko company formerly may take a pick with her chicks.
.
'~<:\ ,.
was
a
good
actor,
and
that
he
could
have
blasted
out
the
rnlt
required
in
working
0
The best way to plow for corn is to
Household Hints and Recipes.
c:onstitn_ents, a~d th~. ~age, whose ora- made a great deal on the stage. He was their ores. This great deposit of salt is begin in the middle and throw a ricl_ge
Oil of lavender will drive away flies.
cular wisdom 1s retailed over the fumes a fine looking young fellow, and was ont: situated at an altitude of 1,100 feet above up by turning aud to throw the furrows
of bad liquors, amid the surroundings of ,f those actors whom the ladies go crazy the level of the sea. It is undoubtedly
Grnined wood should be w.1shed with
~~:'a ~ic:~ie centre, finishing up aro,md
cheap lodgings,
and company still over.
Booth came into the theatre very ancient, as in one pla(!e it has been
8
cold tea.
cheaper. There is the statesman of the beforJ,
he
did
the
shooting
and
covered
by
a
flow
of
ba;altic
rock.
In,
Drain-pipes and nll plaocs that arc sour
0th
l:ncn went out again and got a glass of
cr places it is covered to a
Becituse there is but little in the paper
.stern and angular kind, whose uncom- brandy. About three-quarters
of an depth of from one to dfive feet warning against phinting bad seed, be or im1,ur,' may be clc2.nsed with lime-water
or carbolic acid. .
promising nature is reflected in. the white- hour later he returned, and slipping into wi th volcanic tri fa. A.t Sall Springs,
careful, ncv1;rtheles~, to see that all the
th
Two or three bananas, sliced in a bowl
wa~hed wnlls, the marble-topped centre- Lincoln's box, shot him. His jump from in Churchill county, beside th
tµe salt at corn you plant is ~ound and lively, and
the box to the st'!O'Owas folly nine feet may be shoveled up fr~m
e surface,' thus avoid the serious expense of replant- of br~acl and milk, make ti delicious and
suflicient lunch.
table, the hair-cloth sofa and it, s~vcn and it ·was his sh·i~ bone that he brok·~ there is found a deposit of rock salt •
accompanying chairs, the pictures of the in the falling. Booth's spur caught in fourteen feet in depth. tThis salt
J-IellelJorc sprinkled on the :floor at
nd is as rnbr. N. Rowe warns farmers against
th
Deerfield Massacre and the Marriage of the picture of Washington and tore it, transp:1rcnt as c clcarcS ice, a
does keeping ~ick dogs around the 'house night destroys cockroaches. They eat it
11
11
Pocahontas, the flowery in,.,crraincJrpet instead of in the flags as has been state:!. not contain a particle
of any foreign or
h
l
l ·1c1
Cl ·1d
cl and ,ire poisoned.
t
nnct-r11sty shect-1·ron ."~ovc.i·n the n "d.•t ·when he nm out from the theatre he deleterious
subS ance.
It may be w e:·e t 1ere are c
rcn.
ren an
Ir a bedstead creaks at each movement
uof~-h1"chh~ recY..l\•·csh,,1_-s
v1·s·itorsand 11
co11,1-met Mr. vVithcrs, the leader of the or- quaricd the same as ifit was marble. It infants, he claims, are liable to uiseasc of the: sleeper, r~mo,·e the slats and wrap
"
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chestra, and made a thrust at him with is said that one m:in can quarry ancl where a puppy thor a dog hiwing distemthe
encl of each rn old newspapers. This
•,Poses the masterly efforts of elo;iuence his knife. The knife cut through wheel out five tons a day of this salt. 1t per is kept in c hou•e.
~hich startle the country. There is the vVithers' c:othing, and it was the s·1me is only neces,ary to ,g:rind it to render it
Old flour barrels are not alway, suita- will prove a complete silencer.
Queen's
to&st makes a good substitute
memtcr who lives nobocly kno,Ys where, knife that Booth had just brandished in fit for table or dairy use. Sixty or sev- ble for apple barrels, rspccially when the
the air a~ he yelled "Sic semper tyran- cntvmilcs north of this, at the east.em fruit is to be shipped a long distance. for ho~ ~rc~kfast breau. Beat an egg
nis.,,
"\Vithers
thought
Booth
bai
stabba5C
of
the
Ihm
Glen
range
of
mountains,
Bits
of
flour
left
in
the
crevices
of
the
aud stir it mto a cup of milk.
Dip
l)ut Who lllakcs tlle lobby Of Solne hotel
his favorite stamping ground, and who bei him at fir,t, but b~fore h:i was able is the great Humboldt salt field. TJ:iis is barrel mold in a damp atmosphere and slices of stale bread in this mixture and
can with certainty be depended upon for to do anything- Booth hit him a blow on ahout fifteen miles long •and six wide. impart an unpleasant fla;vor to the fruit. fry quickly.
'a vote if it is a question of the old flag the back of the neck with the butt of In summer, wheti the surface water has
The la~t month or so of a pig's life
To keep insects out of bircl-can-es tie
and an a11propriation. There is the dema- the knife and knocked him down. HP. evaporated, salt to the depth of three or has :L g1 cat iu{iaence upon the flesh of :1P.a little sulphur in a bag and s';°ispcnd.
th
·
d f th b k d
· d four inches can be scraped up from the thP animal.
You ca11put on the frame
1t m the cage. _Hed ants, it is said, will
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account is registered hi:n
·.:~ichc w:~:- hef~r, ~;ize a surface. Beneath the surface is a strat- all through the year, but the flavor is never be found m a closet or drawer if a
'in six figur:is but whose want of moral boy known as ,John Peanuts, or "Pea- um_ of pure ro?k salt of unkn?wn depth. largely cletcn:iined by the feeding during small bag of sulphur IJe kept in those
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:courage 1revents him from living in
nut John," and galloped off into Mary- This rock salt is so hard that m order to the fatter pc.r1od of fattcnino-.
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,manner becoming
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bis means and officialII land.
get it out rapidly it. is n'.!cessary to blast : is true of all animals.
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Booth is said to have attempted t,, as- it. Were a branc~ railroad to run to
The evolution of the tomato is g::>in" yolks of five eggs thoroughly with eio-ht
-pos1 10n, an
ie mun w 1ose ac - of re- sassinate the President at the time of his one of these depog1t,, salt would rnon be on in a remarkable way
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,spect for himself an<l the honor conferred
ii cheap a1:ticle in the United ~t_ates. A.s years ago the fr~it was' ~ostl sk'tnm ndy
upon him by the vote of his friends has second inauguratidondat the ?ap~tol. Dan- there are m the same localities great ~ceds but th
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ger was 4,pprehen _e at th1s time and a quantities of soda borax and other valu- . • • '
_enew cs vane ies arc almo~t of five eggs beaten to a still fr,,th, put
made his name a l)y~word m the month ~ouble _row of policemen had been sta- able minernls it i; robable that the da
s~hd _pul_pwith very few seeds.
Poss1- into a lrnttered pan and bake slowly.
of every dun, s!:icnff's officer and bill tioned m the rotunda to kee? open !he is not far distant ,!hen some of the~ b,y, as _rn ~he c:ase of the bananas, the
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altogether,
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,
.• .
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human natur,:i. It is this, too, which\' and the oth~r officu,ls, an~ was h?adcd
A !~d., -• Oshkosh _ha:_ a_coffin for a 1t ?Oil'n, level the ground and loosen the p:)t; remove before servino-. Sweet mar:will perhap« render an account of how by ~he President and the Vice President. be~&- -::, ~nd every mgho hes down to \ soil, thus letting it dry out more qnickh- j~rnm is sometimes used, ~nd sage is very
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be Cured ?

We have so often seen fatal results follow
Three members of my family, says Mr~
tl\e·decl;,,ration~hat..it can be, cured, that, we_ James A. Sample, Cash Room, office of the
have unconsciouslysettled down in the belief Treasurer, U. S., who were suffering from ag~ •
,
Dr. Jefferies claims thiit at least ten that this disease must noccssarily prove'tatal. gravating coughs, haxe been much benefited!
0
out of every twelve p~rsons have unmated
It is true that occasionally a comm.unity.has· ?Ytakmg Red Stal'Cou;;h Cure. None of the
:Janufa.durcrs of a.:idDeakrs L1
'eyes.
· · •~••,
witnessed an isolated case of what may ap- 111effects so notloeahle m other_cough reme'
propriately
he termed spontaneous rec~very, dies, have followed tlle use of tlll8.
Fire and Burglar. Proof . A woman living in the province of
A woman was sentenced recently 1n·an Eng.
Baku, Russia, died recently ~ the age of but to what combination of favorable circumstances
this
result
was due none have hitherto lf'sh court to six mbuths' bard labor as a rogue
i130 years. It is said that this fact is atbeen
found
able
to
determine.
fJth'!.'1i':..~~~~•a~~~:i~~~~~~:/;f
rr~~a;ddhr~;'!J
c1rn.o:s-o)IETI;R
A::-iDCO:.IBINATro::,; :tested by public records.
We have nowtllc gratifying fact to announce envelope in her. hand. anu solicltitig from passLOCKSrn GREAT VARIETY.
One Jacob--Twaddle, of Steubenville,
th at tllo process by which nature efl'ects this
e:rs-bya penny to buy a pos-tage,stamp.
, ,
. ;Ohio, blind from birth, can tell the wonderful•change is no longer a myst'ery to
Steel Vault Lrn.mgsand Doors for Bankll :coldr of -a horse by the sense of touch.
the medical profession,and that the changes
In every land and clime, the merit.s or St~
•
A SPECIALTY.
The ground under clumps of chinabrought about in the system under favorable Jacobs Oil, as the only conqueror of pain, are
circumstances by intrinsic causesmay be made being acknowledged by the press and people.
1'.olnts of superiority over any other rn:i.ko berry trees in the vicinity of Tampa,
as cet:tainty and more expefiltiouslyby the use
l'::'«Ier:i~nJr!::!t"lxt~! ~?~~w8:il~~
s~~&j~~(~ ~l<1rida:·; is covered with intoxicated
It is vouched for as a fact by the Farm,
of i,,e proper remedy. In other'words, nature
11i~~I~ne1:ios\!
..tntx~~!\fo':.;'y~i~= ,birds almost every day, they having be-c. isimitated and assisted.
lJ'i,eldand Stockman that , no person is
'•
torl:l.l;henooare more F!rc and llurgbr I'.roc;!. ~~~fes~ipsy through eating too many
Tn1>erculous
matter is nothing more or le!>, known to be realizing a profit fro,m carp
than nourishment imperfectly organized. production; and the same, 1:hat paper
THEY :S-EVEr. BURN Ur.
A writer in a French medical treatise
If we can. procure tho organization o! BlfJS,is true of "silk culture."
BurgbrProof,VorkaSpcci:..lty.
has discovered a remedv f.or that mo.st Now.
this food material so that through the process
Orn:i.rneutal·Hor:,;Eand p,..._.,,,, S..1.F.F.s
made to annoying affliction, the ·hicconghs .• •It o! elective affinity it may take its place in the
A novelty to be introduced by an enter◄
ord•~ras required.
·consists <;>f
refrigeration of the lobe of the syst.t,m,we can cure tl)e disease. 'l'hL~Is just ' prising
landlord t.his summ<ll' is the arctic•
room. All the walls will he covered with ice
SECO~D-HAND
SAFES
~ar. Very slight refrigerati0n, such as a what Piso.'s Cure for Consumption does. It
scenes, the ceiling will glisten with the effect
of all kinds fakcn in exchan;;e. For Salo at drop of cold water, is said to be suf. arrests at once tho progress ot the disease bJ of
hangi11gicicles,'and the appearance will be
very low price~.
ficient.
• preyenting tho 'further suppli• ·of tuberculous ' chilly even in August.
Bates and Locks Repaired or Exchanged.
The Cartbao-enians invented a sort of matter, for while the system is under its inJlew Improved High Arm,
fluence all nourishment is organize<!and as"O, it was Pitiful."
sh!;\-e:t°~~t?,~.;'.\~cJe~:-,;~r't::~~~s~e1-,.;;rain~sledge ca1t f~r threshing, and it was
1
1
New
Mechanical
Principles
or course it was! He trio!'!one remedy after,
~::J[i~ le~~~~~nt"a~fc.;ili:; another.
tenn8. Strictly according
to contract.
afterward adopted in Italy. It consisted
and finally ga:ve up and died. whenl
and Rotary Movements, Autocharacteristic
symptoms
of
Consumption.
Correspondencear,d personal interviews cor• -Of a wooden frame like a sledge, into
life might have been saved by taking Dr.'
_Manyphysicians are now llSing this med!, his
Pierce's ''Golden Medical Discovery"~thel 1
matic, Direct and Perfect Ac-! dially invited.
'which a certain number of rollers, set
great •~consumption Cure"-:-which,
if prompt;::
THO
JY.CSON
&
O 0- ~
round with projecting teeth, were fitted; of the diseases they~~d~~~~~c~,;,:;,11,;p1fo;~
iwn, Cylinder Shuttle, Selfsetly
employed,
will soon subdue all threatening_
can readily cure.
sympiow.s, such as cough, labored bri:,athing,.
273 =d 275 State st.,
these threshed the corn as they turned
The forming st.ageof a disease is always the night-sweats,
ting Needle, Positive Feed, No
spitting
of
blood,
et.c.,
and re-•
round when drawn over the floor by the most a.uspicionsfor treatment. Tllisfactshould
storin~ waning strength aml hope, efl'ectuallyj
Springs, Few Paris, ]Yfimmum
i', O. Box 1193•
NEW ~AVIJ;N, CONN.
cattle attached to the machine, wh1ch ~t:;1e:~si:;~~~-i~~~t ~~;~~~~~0l?ti::;si'fh~
stop tne poor consumptive;, rapi<.l.progress
Weight, No Friction, No Noise,
was further weighed· by the driver, who a consumptive diathesis for its cause or no~ .,-,·,..-eward. Is it not worth trying? All arug.
.~at in a sort of frame or chair placed upon ~~e~hJ!1f,:ft:!ri1f~'.;_~d~~i~%~~~~s~uffgo~ih~ 11:ists.
No Wear, No Fatigue, No
,it.
Thirteen million s·heep are said to have died
from a simple <>old,
two or three doses of tllt
"Tantrums,"
Capacity Unlim.
in New South Wale., witb.i!l the last tluee
ha Ye been found Rufficient to remove
Wild-cat wells, or the phrase, origi- medidno
HOTCHKIN
the trouble. So in all diseases of the throat years for want of water.
ited, A lwaya in Order, Richly
nated, Charles A. Ashburne, geologist, and lungs, with syrnptonu; simulating
those
Ornamented, Jlickelplated, and
"!"f:;i'!t£J~? 1:e!~ool indeed!"
fl ['j ijl
<says, in 1847, when a party of men cut •tt~o~i:;;-~~;'.on, Piso'• Cute is th~ only info.I·
Gwea Perfect Satiafactwn.
U il lfl
,
a :loose from civilization in Northern PennTho following letter recommending Pisa's
So said Young. Straws show which way the
wind blows, and there are a.score of syrn,ptolllil:
·sylvania, and carried supplies with them. Cure for Omsnmption, Is a fair sample of the
Send for Circulars.
received daily by the proprietor ol anyone of which shows tile existence of ca-,
:While they were prospecting- for oil a certificates
this medicine:
ta.r:,:-h..Neglected. it will rob the b,cod of its•
:wild cat·made havoc with their provisions.
0
AVERY MACSHINE
I
•
I
had
a
terrib1/qi~~~,'
!h,~.,e"p~.l~l~s
. ~~~,~ ~~~.t s?{~e~~~ if! "J~~~t~~e~ 0 ~;:'
;and, though they killed th~ wild cat and
11
812 Broadway, New York.
,struck off, they were forced to return to ~~~~~~~:~n~~t;,5ef..•~e~l~od
-~~~,:~gig;~~fa~~\~t,~e~"<i!~rfu•t tr~~~~~~•
,a com;n.unity.
Ever since t~at time all The druggist.gav'l Y\le.Pi,;;Q's Cufe, and it hru suit in couflrmed catarrh.
,frontier wells, which are chiefly useful donememore good than any thing;I ever used
In some sectiollSof Dakota where fuel is ex:in breaking the markets, have been l <lgllOtl>olieve1i:-f'g~gr.,~,,_w~~l~11ii.,YE.A> pensive, farmers will this year Krow flax fot"
fuel. A ton o-f flax i3 considered worth mori,
.,yo n~anufacturo Open and Top Bugtermed "wild-cat" wells. Mr. Ashburne
1°lE
for fuel th.tu a ton or soft coal,
•
iies, con!;isting of tho Side Spring, End ;ti.Jinks the meridian of the oil yield has
Iilanea's Bottomless Crater.
Spring. Brewster, Timken and Edward . ,heen passed, and that the supply of
Mr. Charles M. Rowley, vice-president
ALLAN
PINKERTON,
WHOWAS
Its thousands of cures are the best adverti5e-Clliefofthe U, S, SecretService,
Szorm Spring.
natural gas is limited.
of the Brush Electric Light company,
ment for Dr. &,,ge·sCatarrh Remedy.
Alto viirious styles of Two-Seated CarFrom time immemorial eels have been says in a recent private letter from
By a Japanese process. seaweed is made into
riages, Wagons, Cutters and Sleighs.
;much esteemed by epicures-more
per- abroad:
paper so-transparent that it may l>e subs ti•
:haps in ancient days than they arc now.
".Mrs. Rowley, my son Charles and tute<lfor window glass.
,.Aristotle and Aristophanes mention eels mys~lf, with seven other l~~ies and
'Very Well Put.
jn terms of high praise. By the Egypti8ns gentlemen from jAustralia, v1S1ted the
do we defer till to-morrow what ·wecan
:eels were regarded with great abhorrence great volcano known as Kilauea, on .~he doWhy
to-da~ Why do we negloct a. cough till it
·as the embodiment of an el'il demon, hut Island of Hawaii, five hundred miles throws·us into eoosumpti.on,and consumptiou
,other nations did not share the prejudice, from Honolulu. and nearly 3,000 miles bring• u.s to the grave? Du. WM. HALL'SBALSAMis sure to our.aif taken in sea.~on. It has
for the Bceotians, who were c:elebrated from San Francisco.
We left Honolulu
for their eels, used them as sacred offer- by &teamer, and after a stormy voyage of never been known to fail. Use it thorongllly,
according to dire,ctions. Persevere tiil the disings. Misson, in his "Travels." tells of two days lnnded in Hawaii, and thence
ease is conquered, as it is certaiin to be, even
a vo_w made by 0 the inhabitants of Tar- went on mules over thirty miles of laya •if i~shoold require a dozen bottles. 'l'here ill
OUR No. 5 WACON.
:racina, a seaport of Italy, when besieged beds until we reached the crater of Kila- ,;,o better nledicine for pulmonary c'Jisorders.
Liberaldisoountto the trade. :by
the Turk's. They vowed to offer nea, now seven thousand. feet above the
A Terrible
!Uistake,
Send for Catalogue a-nd Pricos be/or6 'twenty thousand eels a yeur to St. Bene- sea. We descended at night into the
8
'diet if he would deliver them fro.rn their , crater, and, walked a distahce of three
bufing.
ex~:'~ 1;~ti::e~
otfii~ A~h;,~
b~:~U.,ki~~
1tny
ltmd
of
herbs.
The
only known cure for
'peril. miles over lava until we reached
Asthma is Dr. Taft,:s ASTHMALINE ..
the burning lake.
This was very the
'l'rial h...ttlessentfrt:A. See a.dvcrti~cment next
SYRA.CVSE, N, Y,
active,
and
we
sat
for
hours week.
A Quaint Englislt Custom.
on the brink
of the great lake
Tht> r.nrest..sweetest and best Cod Liver Oil
John Bull has always had an affection of
fire,
which
was
at
least
,_forthe old ways. So persistent is he in three miles fong _by one and a h_alf wide. In the world, manufactured
0
1from frnsh, healthy
~l
tft!'t'l':~
~:to ~!~.~b~~~ttr~~i\~
'keeping to the forms and traditions of The waves of tire were runnmg very
prefer
it
to
all
others.
Physicians
have decirlc•i
:the past, that his French neighbor over high, often one hundred feet,while erup- 1t suponor to any of the other oils
in market.
'the way has dubbed the United King- tions were of frequent occurrence, throwMade by Caswell. Hazard & Co., New York.
Cliapped hands. f1<ce,pim1>los
anrl roui;h skin
;dom a "ll'Iuseum of Antiquities" among ing molten lava into the air hundreds of
jf,!"~rgy&t~~~;,!ry~?•
wa<.l.t>
uy C!!>!woll,
'modern nations.
feet with a noise that was deafening.
It is somewhat odd that the Norman"Now for our narrow escape. This enONX of every five we meet has some form oll
;French of Edward the confessor should tire lava area,including miles around the
st
,:still be the language, the legal voice of lake, the very spot where w~ sat down ~dd":n n:;i::t:.
i•Ktrm~!;.
:parliament, but so it is. Whenever a bill and passed hours, the three miles of path- Hear~ Remedy regulates, oorrects a11dcures.
Price
$1.00.-;-6
bottles
$5
.00.
·,has passed the commons, the clerk, be- way across the lava beds upon which we
,fore he forwards it to the house of walked, within forty-eight hours after
If yon need a oerfect tonic or a blooclpuri:peers, writes upon it, according to the we left was completely destroyed, the fier, take Dr. Jones' Red Clover Tonic. It
speedily cures all troubles of U1estomach, kid-ancient usao-ewhole having fallen in, leavin,.?; an open ?~';,_ant)t.:'f;i c~~~be taken by the most del•
"Soit baille aux Seigneurs," [Let it be crater miles in extent and apparently
CLAUEMONT
COLONY !
sent to the lords].
No doubtful ingredients to do harm. Fre~h
fathomless.
This was followed by fortyCLAREJUONT
COLONY?
If it is sent from the peers to the com- three distinct shocks of earthquake, last- hops,bergund}-pitch and gums in Hop Plasters.
CLAREJUON'.11.' COLONY ?
Hop PoroU;< Plasters arP.sold by all druggfuts
mons, it bears the like indorsement: , ing for .a peri~d of .fourteen hours. •The
CLAREJUONT
COLONY?
and
country rnerr,hnnts. The best in the world.
'"t:loit, baille aux Communes"·[L~t it be whole party felt thankful at their narrow
CLAREMONT
COLONY!
Patent Corset St,ocs
CLARErilON'E
COLONY ?
sent to the Common ➔ J.
0
escape
from
an
awful
doom,
and
will
reCLAREIUON'.l'
COLONY !
Should a bill pass b)th houses, it ueeds member the rest of their days how near
~~1m~;r!;~1:,n~~1~t1r
A new House every 16 days in the last 6 yen rs. Otr
only the royal assent to become a law. they came to a journey to the centr@ catalogue. Nathan's, 2".n 6th Av"·• New York.
village, only 32 rnoutlls old, has 5 ~tores, 2 hotels
2 churches. i-;cilool, ncwspap~r, factory, !ounctry,
Here the Norman-French appears again.
Relief is immediate, and a cure sure. Pisa's
stearnlJoaLs, 2 trains and 2 wails daily. Land rap1t!I:
Remedy for Catarrh. 50 nents.
The comm ..ns, summoned by the Usher of the earth."
~dva_ndug-. Send, send, send by all 01euus, senc
tor circulars with 4 map5l, 36 Photographic cuts a.
of the Black Rod,are admitted to the bar
Not a. faded or gray l1a.irto be seen, after ushouses, all about the wonderful ~rowth ot our ool·
The Coffin-MakingIndustry.
ing Hall's Hair•.Renewer.
of the house of lords, to hear the st.ate•
any .its soil,cliu.1~te,mu.rkcts,bu!1ness
pportunities,
A powerful remedy for lnn!l troubles. Safr
ment or her majesty's commissioners.
There are thirty-four coffin factories in tor young or old. Ayer's Cherry Pectoral.
i~:~~l:,
r~;c;~t~~::l~l~~~~tfy
O\~;~u1\~~~ct;
\~bjltc::~
.When all are assembled, the lord chan- the United States, and they turn out an
11~1:~;:;~Pj!?:~~«l'ii~~~l~:'.,v,;.~it~t~~t8!:;~~'.
.fo'liK 11..L'J'as lur uUvunJtiU1,lu.
\hb JJ.alJ>er.a,Pvl'Y to th.ti
·cellor makes a sign to his assistant, who average of 150 coffins and caskets a day. Ptlblt»ller.
N E !l!eveut.ef"n
reads the title of the bill, and then sRys, The largest factory is in (?incinnati; _it
in a loud voiM, "La reyne le veult" [The covers acres of ground and its shop facilqueen wills it].
ities are so great that it manufactures
:!Mtarld.eD., Conn.,
In the case of financial bills, the form everything nece:;sary to complete .a fun.
SOLE MA'"1l' J.OTUREB,
, I\
is this:
"The queen thanks her good eral, except corpses. Anythmg from a
OB SltIN CANCE:&.
subjects, accepts their grant, and so wills tack up to a hearse can be seen in process
of manufacture on their premises. Next
it."
For private bill~ the f~JTm .is: "Let it to ,Cincinnati, Qhicago. ha& the large~t
-,-o,r,oe,:enY'J4J"l
I surrerecl with a ca.Mer on m:,
0
be done as is desired."
coffin factories. The biggest coffin kept •.~eOrf,~f•:'s
p~~~~.g~nd 1~r:_~~;dfoe~a1et~~
Sometimes, if the bill is of special im- in stock by one Chicago house is six feet ~~ 'fuW'~u':&!\uA!e~h~!
n~~~~?~~u,!i
i:i~i
0\ ~:
portance, the sanction of her majesty is nine inches in length and has an opening ~~~~~~~~ !ff,:·a;:,w
~1:i_e
r"'i:::'ia:%
~~n !~!
given in person. In such a , case, the of twenty-eight or twenty-nine inches. , att~:f.'thefirst ter, bo&les.3 My general healt.g'°lrns
queen, seated on the throne at one end of The average opening is only eigbteen- or' l(i"eatly lrripr.()ved.· I am stronger,a-nd am abJeto do
the chamber, bows her assent as the clerk nineteen inches, and the average long ~~r!~~t8:-:;,1c~~ga~~:r. 0?:nW
th~~~ r:s-n",;'t~
reads the title. She might in. th(Jory re- coffin is six feet four inches. The long- vestige or it lett-only a.Ji~. ".?t,~;J,.''fk~~N~':"'
fuse it by her "veto," but in practice
est coffin turned out by any factory is a
Atlanta, Ga., Auguot11, 18.55.
such a phrase as "La reyne aviseraP (The nine-footer, in which the dignitaries of
Treatise on Blood and SkinDiseasesmalled·tree.
Riding qunlitiesunsurpassed. No jar to the f~et, Durable and st,:llsh. Prices rea.sonSuch a N:r;~
~Eii."'c Co., Drawer3, Atlanta. Ga.
queen will consider), which was former- the Catholic church are buried.
1
11
}
v
nsr.d
as
the
royal
veto,
has
not
been
coffin was used at the burial of Cardinal
ab11t;..: 0~;;~\~ 1.:ge~if~~:nt~~
l'u1
e~~~1~~w~~ s~!d~~;tk?Je tf!:.tu~ie~!~r\;uve Catalogue.
heard m parliar,nent Eince the time of 1,IcClo&key, the extra length being reCor~?;~di~~:;,e~:~=~~ya:i~~i;ef:\gent fur ·our Wagons. will have his name with a.dvert~eCompanion. quired for his crown which he wore in
mcnt of Wagonsadvertised iu the lea.dmg pa.perof the coUI1tyor town where Ageutres1ues, William the Third.-Youths'
iieath. About twenty-four huurs were
~ratia for six months.
taken to put this coffin together, but any
De~ects of the Olfactory Sense.
ordimu:y coffin, that is. a ~offin of extra
Refkring to t~P; preval:nce of color lar<re size 1 no matter what its cost or the
blinaness, a physician Rsks m the London ch~·acter of the trimmings or upholstery,
C:OPYRHillTED
1817
can be put' ·together from the rough
Lancet: "ls the sense of smell exceptionally free from like defects? I think not. boards in three hours at the utmost.~
In his evidence relating to the case of Globe-Democrat.
alleged poisoning by ?hloroform at Pimlico Dr. Stevenson likens the smell of
Six GoYernorsin One Year.
chl~ral hydrate to that of lemon. ' H,i.vIt is a remarknble fact that in iess than
~ng always felt that the od.or of the for- one year (1843-44) Maine had six governmer was accurately represented by that ors which number has probably never
:of the watermelon, and having vainly en-. be;n equaled in any State in the Union
deavored to trace the fainte~t resem- within a similar period of· time, as fol 0
'blance in it to that of lemon, I have lows: Governor Fairfield for the year
:asked myself whether I am suffering 1843 resianed;
Gove1'nor Cavanaugh,
\from a. defect of the olfactory se!ise, presldent o"fthe senat_c, ;s43, di_ed, suclwhich, m the ab.,cnce of a ~ame for it, I ceeded by Gov;er.ior·Pams, pres1deI)t of
rventure to call ,mo~phres1s. Perhaps the senate, 1843; Governor Dunn, speak•some of your readers, :ncluding- the emi- er of the house, 1843, superseded by Gov1
1
00
nent analy:,t r,•fenel to, will kin_dly ernor Dana, presidentofthe senate, 1844;
Ill~~ [i~;.°/i~ytt/~ ~l'c;'t~~e:
iiii'NHJYtt\;~~c~,~
Haydock'•
~a!etv Kin,r Bolt nnd Fifth Wheel. Ask Yr>U <l~olcr for the T, T.
put me right i11this matter, the subJect ,Governor Anderson, elected for the year
ll~A~IDOCK
'Jiil(~GY.
with the Haydock Safety :n:·11,g
Bolt and Fifth Wheel. ·being, as it seem~ to me. one of _gre,it _im- 1844.--Boston Globe.
, Life 1s 1nsec-ure riding over nny other.
•po\-tance in rncuico-legul
mves.trga(T!l.ls picture will-be furai.;h.-id on a l:u-to gp,r-4, priototl in·Cltigi,,ni sty!c, to aD'ronc who will a;:r~ to rra.me it.) (':
·tio 18. ",
.
·
•
•
"If a man can keep his teeth until
1
(7;:~c~.;:.s~~:,~:::J on(]
T. T. ::S:.A. 'Y'DOOX::.,
0
·
I after middle age," says the London
\.l"holcAAlo
Price 1.i.t.
Cor, P!um And Twelrth StR., C'INCl~A.TI, O.
S lver braid is used on street costumes. Lancet "he may geuer,ally count on keep.AG.Ell"TS
WA~TTED
~~E WB HAVE NONE!
NO HTVESTMENTSO PROFITABLE.
,
•ing them to the end' of his Uk"
Established IS$.
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'!THE GIRL I LEFT BEHIND ME.''
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OUR PUZZLE CORNER
1.-ENIGMA.
Composed of 15 letters,
My ll 4 d is a tin vessel.
My 3 7 14 6 is part of a city.
My 15 13 2 is _a man's name.
My 12 r 5 9 is the sign of an idea.
My 6 ro 2 is a color.
11:y whole is a motto.
H.M.

2.-BIBLE
QUESTIONS.
r, Where is the name Philadelphia used
in the Bible?
2, What chapter has only two verses?
3, What verse has only two words?
·h Where does it say the mountains skipped like rams and the hills like lamb,?
5, What king spelled his name with only two letters?
6, Where does its speak of the bottles of
heaven?
ECILA,
3.-DIAMOND.
A consonant.
An epoch.
3. A dog's name.
4· An insect.
5. A vowel.
1.
2.

H.1\1.
4.-DEGAPITATIONS.
r, Behead property, and leave a division
of a country.
0

fo~~i!~:i:
out.

t: 1:,:ienr~ ~::• le:::

t:a::a,:

ve!~etehead

not light, and leave a large

An earthquake

7 ,-TRANSPOSITION.
Transpose a weapon, and form lank;
again transpose and form gathers; again,
and form remove,sthe skin.
MAY BELL WILSON.
tl
b

ANSWERS
ANS,VERS

r.-vVire,

NEXT

TO PUZZLES

WEEK.
OF LAST WEEK.

sire, tire, fire, dire, hire.

Earn, ear 2, Nape, nap. 3, Mew,
me. 4, Flashy, flash. 5, Solo, sol. 6,
Crater, crate. 7, Pink, pin. Removed
letters New York..
2.-1,

3.-

ch

IX K
K
4.--Charity suffereth long and is kind.
5.-Many hands make light work.
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PEN ANDSCBSORS.
The present conflict between labor and
capital is a most serious and important affair, and cool heads and eandid minds
must come in play when differences are to
be adjusted between the two greatest factors of modern civilization.
Beside this
the slavery question was easy to decide,
yet hard to adjust.
In the conflict both
sides may retain so m{1ch of right that n~ither should be subdued.
Such is the case
in hand. Both labor and capital have
rights they are struggling to main.tain. It
would indeed be a severe blow to American
liberty if either should gain a victory that
would enable ifi,to.··subdue or overpower
the other. The conflict is not between enemies, but between inseparable friends,and
these differences must not be decided
against either, but need simply to be adjusted harmoniously.
·Can any one offer a
solution?
Who .is equal to the task?

When Baby was sick, we g&ve her Castoria,
When she wl\S a Child, she cried for C'astoria,
When she hecame Miss, she clnng to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria,

.If.

:e~:,:~~:

The Indians are continuing

~:1s~

their depre-

Seed Po ta toes.
r offer seed stock of the followino- choice
varieties of Potatoes at prices ann;xed,delivered on cars here.
VICK'S EXTRA EARLY.
T~e earlieS t variety grown,
excellent
quality as a table potato.
Per bu. $3.00.
pp•· peck, $r.oo. (half peck soc.)
PEARL OF SAVOY
Early and good.
Per
bu. $1.50, per
peck, 5° cts.
EARLY J\I..\INE.

■

Grand
Closing
Out
Salo
-OF-

Dry and Fancy Coods.
Print:::·5c.

40

in.

Bro.
Dress

ColoreJ.
line

Linen

Goods

Fancy

to

Bro.

in.

Cot.

5c.

5c.

colors.

Garments,

36

lOc •

Crash

all

in

Ladies'

of

7

Ginghams

7c.

Cot.

Silks,

Cotton

in

b.oth

Skirts,

Black

with

a

and

general

Goods.

t

MANLOST.
A
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and

urday,

J\Iay
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buying

Co.,

ker's
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1st,

who

abouts

will

and

told

of

was

Yankee

Paints,

Oils

left

a person

with

his

and

will

be

store

Builders'

Peru

Co.,

on

E. F.

of

keep

Bow-

etc.

regarding

the

Any
where-

punished.

He

a

stock

large

Sat-

Gould

Tools,

Supplies,

suitably

&

in

moustache,

Agricultural

information

}i.,_ Gould

a tall

home

at the

Plow,

reliable

E.

dark,

la::-t St.en

new

that

age,

suddenly

fumish

of such
be

hair,

the

PhQsphate,

one

also

:fiftyyears

about

will

of
"The best combination
ot earliness,
yield and quality."
Per bu. $2,00, per
Tinware,
Stoves,
Iron
Sinks,
Cheese
Tubs
and
other
Woodtn
the city.
peck, 60 cts.
WHITE ELEPHAXT.
Ware.
Also
rrable
and
Pocket
Cutlery.
Tinware
exchangEZRASTEPHENS'
BEARBJUNl'Y.
Large, productive, good quality.
Per
bu. $ 1.50, per peck, 50 c.
ed for old Rags
and Rubber.
Ezra Stephens, the educator of dancing
DAKOTA RED.
turkeys, the manufacturer
of mermaids,
A vigorous grower, immensely producGive
us a call,
and you will not go away
dissatisfied.
the exhibitor of translated crocodiles and tive. Per bu. $1.7.5, per peck, 50 c.
To per;on~ who wish to try a small
the proprietor of fi1·e-legged, sacred cattle,
quantity only, I will send one pound of
who lives at Bryant's Pond in the State of
either variety by mail postpaid
for 50 cts.
Maine, has emerged to public notice by
Addre,s
having raised a peculiar legal question
,v. H. EAST!\IA:'.'<,Seedsman,
which was referred to the Attorney GenerEast Sumner, :lie.
al.
Ezra had a trained bear, which he exhibited in a cage, in the back towns and at
-OP-country fairs. Either the bear lost his appetite for Ezra's acorns and languished, or
the dime-contributing
public lost its appeNow
is the time
to paint
and
paper.
have
the largest
tite for Ezra's bear, or Ezra became tired
stock
of Room
Paper
in town,
consisting
of Browns,
Whites,
of the menagerie business-at
any rate EzSatins,
Micas
and
Gilt.
with
Borders
to mafch, Centers
and
ra shot the bear in cage. He promptly
presented the bear's nose and ears to the
Corners:
( 'eiling
Paper,
etc.
I
also have
a lot of
I shall return from Boston with a laro-e
town treasurer and demanded the bounty ~tock of Summer Millinery & Fancy Goods
of $5 which the State pays for every bear 111 season to open them to the public on
killed in Maine. The town treasurer wrote th~ ab:ive date.

E.Fm
GOULD
& CO.,CANTON,
ME.

Paint& Paper.

Saunn1e1-- Openin;r

MILLINERY
& FANCY
GOODS

I

Monday, May 17th.

to the State treasurer inquiring if Ezra
was entit'led to the bounty.
The State
treasur.er refi;!rred the question to Attorney
General Baker, this week. The latter has
decided that as Ezra killed the bear he is
clearly entitled to his bounty, as the law
makes no distinction between wild bears
and tame bears.
·when Ezra Stephens, the Phineas Tay!or Barnum of 1Iaine, lets a remote chance
to make a V slip, bears will deliver up
fheir own noses and ear~ for a State bounty.
The ~tate pays about $3,000 annually in
bounties for bears. The town of Greenville, at Moosehead Lake receives the largest income for bears' scalps.
Greenville
drew ·$300 from this source last year. This
represented sixty departed bears.
It was an abrupt transition from bears

The Knights of Labor wil_lallow no rumseller within their order, and in other

to savings banks, but Treasurer Burleigh
remarked that he is now receiving the
State taxes from savings banks, that they
points are favorable to temperance.
Xow will be larger than e,·er this year and will
why don't the Knights apply the Boycott amount to considerably more than $200,to the rumsellers all over our country, and 000.-LPwiston
'Journal.
thus kill the business.
Simply apply that
potent remedy where it will do the most
A WORDFORTH~ BOYS.
good-kill
off a business that is killing off
the laborers.
Let all men refuse to buy
Truth is a precious gem. Its value can
strong drink, and saloons not only have
not be estirnated.
Many a youth has been
got to go out of existence, but former patlost in society by foolishly throwing it
rons will find they are richer, healthier and
away, and a·llowing equi,·ocation, prevarihappier without the be~erage.
Boycott
cation and falFehood to tarnish his characthe Rumsellers.
ter. Truth is ah,-ays ennobling.
Never
FORE!GX NEws.-A
majority of 68 is
now counted on for Home Rule in. the
English Commons.
Gladstone is saving
his voice for the Commons and has made
no speeches during the Easter recess for
that reason. The Emperor ·William reviewed the guards at Potsdam, Saturday.
Herbert Bismark "·ho has been dangerously ill is better.
Prussia is preparing for
serious labor troubles. - Right Hon. John
Thomas Freeman Milford, Earl of Reclesdalc is dead, at 81 years of age.

'

--THE--

ssociations.

RURAL lMPROVE"IENT
A~SOCIATION,.....:..Otis
]Iayford, Pres.: E. N. Carver, Sec. Chairmen of Committees:On Trees and Ornamentation,
Chas. IL
Gilbert; On Highways, Z. E. Gilbert;
On Dra.inctge, A,.. L. St<.U1\vood.
CANTo:,.r REFOR1i-I CLUB. - ,,·m. Child,
Pres.;
II.II.Burbank,
V.P, Meeting 2d and +th Friday at
6.30 P, .III.
F. & c\, :lf.-,Vhitney
Lodge, No. 16;. A. Pack:ud, \\·. l\I.: \V. H. IL \Vashburn, S. Thursday
on or before full moon,.
KA. C11APTEJ<.-J.
l\I. Jiolland,II. P.; D. Brad
ford, S. l\1onday on or before full moon.
I. 0. 0. F.-An.asag-unticook
Lodge, No.32.
X.
L.llleands,X. G,; II.II.Burbank,Scc.
\\'cdncsday.
CA:N"TO:N"
E~TAMPMENT.-No. 39. A.L.Stanwood,
C. P.; R. Swett, S. First and third Friday.
G. A. IL-John A. Hodge Post, No. 71. C. 0.
Holt, P. C.; R. Swett, QM.
Third Tuesday.
TifO:\IPSON'S
BAND.-]. "\V. Thompson,
Leader;
R. Swett, Sec. Saturday.
P. OF IL-Canton
Grange, ~o. 1 IO. J. S. Mencl:i.11,Master; A. T. Reynolds, Sec. Last Saturday
of each month, 2 P . .:\I.
C,\:-,;To;,..r
DHn'Ir-.G .Assoc1.A noN.-J.
"\V. Thomp·
son, Pres.; ~1. Peabody, Sec. and Treas.
BAPTIST
CHURcn.-Rev.
,v. }-1. S. ''entres, Pas
tor. Services 11 A. ~I. Sabbath school following
~t I 2.
ocial services Sunday and Thursday even.
1ngs at i-30-

shock ,ms felt in Xelson-

co!:;.~dc~ 1
s;~'.~
::::a::::n
Italian quarters among laborers.

DON'T MISS IT

1

ville, Ohio, Sunday night.

5, Behead to boast, and leave a torn dations in Arizona.
Many persons have
piece of cloth.
been killed and others driven out are com6, Behead incautious, and leave a kind ing up on the Sonora railroad to Arizona.
of tree.
A
t
• fi
fi
d b
7, Behead to see, and leave to inspect
. n ex ens1ve orest
re ra~e
etween
secretlv.
Vmeyard Haven and \Vest Tisbury. Sun"
BoNNIE BLYTHE.
day, destroying several thousand acres of
growing wood. Some farm dwellings nar5.-WORD
SQUARE.
rowly escaped destrucfion.
I,
A period of time.
2. 'l'o obtain by labor.
Friday night the house of Mr. A. W.
3. A girl's name.
Loring in Athens village was burglarized.
4. To bite.
HARR,O. and the pockets of Mr. s. Loring, a broth-------er of A. \V., "·ere rifled of their contents.
6.-DIFFERENT
KINDS OF MONEY. Mr. Loring lost about $20 in money and a
1, What kind of money does the old note for about $200, together
with his
bachelor profess to despise?
watch and chain.
_2, What kind of money do quiet people
enjoy?
The investigation into the labor troubles
3, What kind of money will grow if of the Southwest by the Congressional
planted?
,
4, What kind of money is very much Committee began in St. Louis, Saturday.
Vice President Hoxie of the Missouri Pa·used in the presence of royal people?
5, What kind of money helps to form a cific road is still ill and the Committee bepart of bell metal?
gan the examination
of business men of

Q!nz.

pearls!
Be these yours, boys, and you
shall never fail. You are watched by those
who are older. Men of business have
their eyes on you. If you are profane, vulgar, untruthful,
they will not want you.
If you are upright, steady and industrious,
you will soon find good places with prospect of a useful life before you.-Selected

A few weeks ago, when CANONFARRAR
was in this country, tens of thousands of
people paid as much as one dollar each to
hear a single lecture delivered by him, and
were well pleased with what they got for
their money,
Several of the most important of those lectures and addresses with
other papers are now published by ]oHN
B ALDE"N,of New York, and can now be
ha(! in,a very handsome cloth-bound volume, for the price of 40 cents. Some of
the lectures are also published separately
in his Elzevir Library, in which form the
lecture on Dante sells for 3 cents; on Temperance 2 cents; on Ideals of Nations, 2
cents; Thoughts on America, 3 cents. The
millions of intelligent people who admire
CANON FARRAR and who were not able to
hear him lecture, will be delighted to find
his brilliant,
scholarly
and eloquent
thoughts placed in this handsome form
within their reach. The publisher's illustrated catalogue, 132 pages, is sent to any
address on receipt of 4 cents; or condensed
catalogue free. Jom, B. ALDEX, Publisher, 393 Pearl St., New York.

be ashamed to keep it upon your lips. Profanity is a mark of low breeding.
Mark
the man who commands the most respect.
An oath never trembles on his tongue. A
profane word never pollutes his lips. Reacl
the catalogue of crime.
Inquire into the
habits of the vicious, intemperate, vii~,
,vicked, thieves, robb;rs, murderers, and
probably you will not find one among them
all who is not profane.
Think of this fact,
and never let a vile word fall from your
lips. Honesty, frankness, generosity, vi1·tuc, wlrnt blessed traits!
what priceles.s

I have engaged the services of a first
~lass trimmer, ::Vliss)lal>el Davis of Farmmgton. 'llld shall try and give satisfaction
to all. 0,1 the opening day there will be
patte,:n hats and honnets trimmed for the
occaston.
Pleas~ give me a call.
ABBIE C. BICKXELL,
Blue Store. Canton,

ItliUinery.
Mrs. L. K. Additon of Buckfield, will
0pen May mt. under charge of an able
and efficient milliner, a large ass0rtment
of

all

in

mixed

prices.

a laq~e

Also

lot

of

for

ready

use.

My

usnal

stock

of

DRUGS
&MEDICINES.,
Toilet& FancyArticles.
Be

su;·e

and

Hats,
B~n~ets
&Fancy
Goods

c:all

before

pmchasing

N. REYNOLDS,

elsewhere.

Canton,

lUe.

W. F. PUTNAM,
Dixfield,

-Notice.

I would respeetfollv announce
to the
pub_lic that I shall close the photograph
bu~mess at __Canton,
Saturday, Jlay 8th.
This ,s po,1t1ve. \Ve clo not work at the
business during the hot season.
Those
wishing for c,ut-door views will please
notify me at once.
W. i\L IlAYDEN.
Canton, Apr. 28, 1886.

and

Averill Mixed Paint,

of all descriptions, and
at lowest cash
prices.
Call and see before purchasing
elsewhere.
Old straws colored, repaired
and whitened in the best possible manner.
3t 17

Spedal

styles

.Jltfa,,ine.

}1anufnct.nrcr

of

DOORS,
SASH,WINDOW&DOOR
FRAMES,

CLAZED

W!NDOWS.

All kincls 10rrnlclcd ,wcl pl:1i11fi nish.hal1l$ter~. Nf\wt•lls.Brackc>t,s.&c. AIR<) cha111bt•r and clining-roorn fnrnitnrP Chn111hi>1
Spts ,rn(l Extension Tables a specialty.
,Johbi11g rlOIIP.prompt!).
'

C.· F. TOWLE,
Two heifer calves, 6 months old, one
dark red and the other red and white strayed from the enclosure of the subscriber
~e~11esday, Apr. 28th. _Ar,yone furni,hc
rng 111format10n concern,na- tilem will be
suitably rewarded.
"'
ALBE,RT DU.NN.
2 t 18

LITTLE

ARCADE/MU~IC

111ANO's"'t"ORGANs
Hon L 8 wA8EY,
,,
'CANTON ME.
Fiom the best makers.

Stand for Sale ..

~ale.

'

OTIS
T.ALLEN,
Proprietor.
ENWANTED.

The location of this llouse is unsurto travellers
in
tr:e!
d sala_ry to take orders for our passe 0 for convenience
Under
Iv those
full l111eof nursery stock. On- purwit of business or pleasure.
the
present
nrnnagement,
its
patrons
will
nish o-oo ver 21 years of age who can furem )l~y d references neecl apply. \Ve give be assu,'.·ed ?f fir,t-class fare and modern
_
ex le~' _ent the year round and pay all conven1enc1es.
3 35
~n- ses, Address with stamp,
JOIINP.SWASEr,
-). ,u II. N. CHASE, Buckfield, Me.

~,~f

For

STORE,

...ob Printing

I

Attorney
:j\il~p~;~ll~rio%'c~t

d: Counsellor
L-auton, JI.Ie.

at Law,

